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Introdution
The purpose of this thesis is to give a presentation of the spae of haraters
of a nitely generated group Π. This is obtained by onsidering rst of all
the representations of the group in SL(2;C): this gives a spae, alled the
spae of representations, that is easily shown to be a losed algebrai set in
C4n, where n is the number of generators of the group Π. For every element
g ∈ Π, one an onsider the funtion on R(Π) whih assoiates to every
point (a representation) the trae of the image of g under the representation
orresponding to the point.
We will show that the ring T formed by all these funtions is nitely-
generated [see (2.3.1)℄: the image of the appliation from R(Π) to Ck ob-
tained by the funtions that generate T (for a suitable k), form the "spae
of haraters", denoted by χ(Π).
Also in this ase the so-obtained spae turns out to be a losed alge-
brai set [see (2.3.22)℄. However the proof is deidedly more ompliated in
omparison to the ase of the spae of the representations. In literature it
is possible to nd elementary but extremely long and ompliated proofs of
this result (see for example [7℄). In this thesis we follow the proof given by
Culler-Shalen in [4℄, in whih many results from algebrai geometry are used.
These results are realled in the rst hapter where in partiular we show
that all the rational maps from a smooth urve to a projetive variety are
regular (this result is based on Zariski's Theorem [see (1.2.7)℄); in the same
hapter we prove that every planar urve admits a desingularization [see 1.4℄
. These two results will be the key to prove in hapter 2 that the harater
spae is atually a losed ane variety.
The seond hapter is devoted to dening the spae of representations
and the spae of haraters as well as to prove that the seond is a losed
algebrai variety. Besides the already ited results oming from algebrai ge-
ometry, we will need the Burnside lemma [see (2.3.19)℄ and Wedderburn's
theorem [see (2.3.18)℄. Both results will be proved in subsetions of the same
hapter. In the same hapter we will omment on the relations between the
3
spae of representations and the spae of haraters [see 2.4℄.
In the third hapter we will provide expliit examples of spaes of har-
aters of groups and of surfaes (i.e. of fundamental groups of surfaes) by
providing a set of dening equations. We will rst treat the ase of the irle
[see 3.2.1℄ and of the bouquet of two irles [see 3.2.2℄. Then we will analyze
the spaes of haraters of some 2-dimensional surfaes like the projetive
plane [see 3.3.1℄, the puntured torus [see 3.3.2℄, the torus [see 3.3.3℄ and the
Klein bottle [see 3.3.4℄.
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Chapter 1
Tools from Algebrai Geometry
Purpose of this hapter is to give some algebrai geometry tools useful in the
next hapters. Our attention will onentrate on two main results: one says
that every rational map from a smooth urve to a projetive variety is reg-
ular; the other that for any algebrai urve there exists a smooth projetive
variety birational to it, hene with the same funtion eld (for simpliity in
this work will be proved the assertion only for the plane urves and we will
refer the reader to the bibliography for a proof in the general ase).
1.1 Some Elementary Notions of Algebrai Ge-
ometry
We reall in this setion some denitions and onstrution that we will use
in this hapter. We start realling the denition of algebrai variety.
Denition 1.1.1 (Ane Variety) A losed algebrai set V (β) = {x ∈ Cn|f(x) =
0, ∀f ∈ β}, where β is a prime ideal in C[X1, . . . , Xn], is alled an ane va-
riety.
Remark 1.1.2 β prime ideal implies that a variety is irreduible; i.e. annot
be write as union of two distint losed sets.
Denition 1.1.3 (Rational and Regular Map) Let be X = V (β) an ane
variety, then we denote by C(X) the set of rational funtion of X, i.e. the
eld of frations of C[X] = C[X1, . . . , Xn]/β. A rational funtion ϕ is regular
at x ∈ X if it an be written in the form ϕ = f/g with f, g ∈ C[X] and
g(x) 6= 0. A rational map ϕ : X → Y (where Y ⊂ Cm is a losed algebrai
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set) is a m-tuple of rational funtions ϕ1, . . . , ϕm ∈ C(X) suh that, for all
points x ∈ X at whih all the ϕi are regular, ϕ(x) = (ϕ1(x), . . . , ϕm(x)) ∈ Y ;
we say that ϕ is regular at suh a point x.
Denition 1.1.4 (Birational and Biregular Map) A rational map ϕ : X → Y
is birational if ϕ has an inverse rational map ψ : Y → X, that is, ϕ(X) is
dense in Y and ψ(Y ) in X, and ψ ◦ϕ =IdX, ϕ ◦ψ =IdY (where dened). In
this ase we say that X and Y are birational. Moreover if both ϕ and ψ are
regular then we say that ϕ is a biregular map.
Denition 1.1.5 (Projetive Variety) A losed algebrai set V (β), where β
is a homogeneous prime ideal in C[X0, . . . , Xn], is alled a projetive variety.
Denition 1.1.6 (Correspondene) Let X ⊂ Pn and Y ⊂ Pm be two vari-
eties. A orrespondene Z from X to Y is a relation given by a losed algebrai
subset Z ⊂ X × Y .
Denition 1.1.7 (Rational and Birational Map, Projetive Case) A orre-
spondene Z is said to be a rational map if Z is irreduible and there is a
Zariski open set X0 ⊂ X suh that eah x ∈ X0 is related by Z to one
and only one point of Y . Z is said to be birational map if Z ⊂ X × Y and
Z−1 = {(y, x)|(x, y) ∈ Z} ⊂ Y ×X are both rational maps.
Denition 1.1.8 (Regular Map, Projetive Case) Let Z ⊂ X×Y be a rational
map from X to Y , where X and Y are projetive varieties of dimension n
and m respetively. Let x ∈ X and denote
Z [x] = {y ∈ Y | (x, y) ∈ Z}.
Then Z is regular at x if:
i) Z [x] = (a single point y)
ii) if (X1, . . . , Xn), risp. (Y1, . . . , Ym) are ane oordinate around x, resp.
y, then in some Zariski neighborhood U of x, Z is the graph of the map:
U −→ Y
given by
Yi =
ai (X1, . . . , Xn)
bi (X1, . . . , Xn)
where ai and bi are polynomials suh that bi is nowhere zero on U .
Z is alled regular if it is regular at all points x.
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Denote
XZ
reg
= {x ∈ X|Z regular at x}.
It follows by denition that it is Zariski-open. Finally we will denote for any
ane variety X = V (β) ⊂ Cn, where β is a prime ideal and for any x ∈ X
Ox,X =
(
ring of rationl funtion
f (X1, . . . , Xn)
g (X1, . . . , Xn)
,where g (x) 6= 0,
modulo those with f ∈ β
)
Similarly, for any projetive variety X = V (β) ⊂ Pn, where β is a homo-
geneous prime ideal, and for any x ∈ X we will denote:
Ox,X =
(
ring of rationl funtion
f (X0, . . . , Xn)
g (X0, . . . , Xn)
, f, g, homogeneous
of the same degree, g (x) 6= 0, modulo the ideal of f/g′s, f ∈ β
)
In both ases Ox,X is a loal ring and
Mx,X = {h ∈ Ox,X |h(x) = 0}
is its maximal ideal.
Denition 1.1.9 (Derivation) Let X be a variety and x ∈ X. A derivation
D : C[X]→ C entred at x is a C-linear map suh that
i) D(fg) = f(x) ·D(g) + g(x) ·D(f);
ii) D(z) = 0, ∀z ∈ C.
For a variety (ane or projetive) we dene
Tx,X = {vetor spae of derivations D : Ox,X → C entred at x},
where the derivationD extends uniquely to the ringOx,X by the ruleD(f/g) =
(g(a)Df − f(a)Dg)/g(a)2, ∀a ∈ X.
Denition 1.1.10 (Dimension of a Variety) Let X be a variety. The dimen-
sion of X is dened by
dimX = tr.d.CC(X) =
1minx∈XdimTx,X .
1
For the proof of this equality see [2℄ Proposition(1.12), page 5.
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Denition 1.1.11 (Smooth Point) Let X be a variety. A point x ∈ X is
alled smooth if dimTx,X =dimX.
Proposition 1.1.12 The set of smooth points of X is a non-empty Zariski-
open subset of X. (See [2℄ Proposition(1.12), page 5)
Denition 1.1.13 (Dominating Map) A regular map ϕ : X → Y of ane
varieties is said dominating if ϕ (X) is Zariski-dense in Y , i.e. ϕ (X) = Y
Denition 1.1.14 (Smooth Map) Let ϕ : Xr → Y s be a dominating regular
map. Let x ∈ X and y = ϕ (x), than we say that ϕ is smooth at x if:
i) x and y are smooth points of X and Y respetively;
ii) dϕ maps Tx,X onto Ty,Y .
2
Sine by assumption dimTx,X = r and dimTy,Y = s, this is equivalent to
saying that Ker(dϕ) is (r − s)-dimensional.
Proposition 1.1.15 The set of smooth points of ϕ is a non-empty Zariski-
open subset of X. (See [2℄ Proposition(3.6), page 42)
1.2 Zariski's Main Theorem and its Consequenes
In this setion we will prove the following proposition:
Proposition 1.2.1 i) A rational map from a smooth urve X to a variety
Y is regular;
ii) A birational map between smooth urves is biregular.
In order to prove this fat we will need of Zariski's Main Theorem.
We start stating a well-know result and an its orollary.
Theorem 1.2.2 Let ϕ : Xr → Y s be a dominating regular map of ane
varieties of dimension r and s respetively. 3 For all y ∈ Y , all omponents
of ϕ−1 (y) have dimension at least r − s. Moreover the points for whih all
omponents of ϕ−1 (y) have dimension exatly r − s form an open. (See [2℄
Theorem(3.13) and Corollary(3.15), page 45-46)
2
For an expliit denition of dϕ, see [2℄, Denition(3.2), page 41.
3
By Xn we will denote always a n-dimensional variety, and we will state ase by ase
whether X is ane or projetive.
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Corollary 1.2.3 If X is a r-dimensional ane variety and f1, . . . , fk are
polynomial funtions on X, then every omponent of X ∩ V (f1, . . . , fk) has
dimension ≥ r − k. (See [2℄ Corollary(3.14), page 46)
We will need of the following denition:
Denition 1.2.4 (Regular Correspondene) Let ϕ : Xr → Y s be a regular
map. Let X1, . . . , Xn resp. Y1, . . . , Ym be ane oordinates on X, resp. Y .
Let x ∈ X and assume y = ϕ(x). Then ϕ−1 is a regular orrespondene at y
if ∃ a polynomial d (Y1, . . . , Ym) suh that d(y) 6= 0 and an inverse
ψ : Y ′ = {y ∈ Y |d(y) 6= 0} −→ X
to ϕ dened by
Xi =
ai (Y1, . . . , Ym)
d (Y1, . . . , Ym)
for some polynomials ai in C[Y1, . . . , Ym].
Theorem 1.2.5 Zariski's Main Theorem (Ane Smooth Case). Let Xr ⊂
Cn and Y r ⊂ Cm be two ane varieties of the same dimension r with
X1, . . . , Xn and Y1, . . . , Ym respetively as ane oordinates, and let ϕ :
X → Y a birational regular map between them. Let x ∈ X and assume
y = ϕ (x) is smooth on Y. Then either
a) ϕ−1 is a regular orrespondene at y; or
b) ∃ a subvariety E ⊂ X through x of dimension r−1 suh that dim ϕ (E) ≤
r − 2.
In partiular, ϕ−1 (y) has a positive-dimensional omponent through x.
Proof It is well-know that if ϕ is birational, the pull-bak ϕ∗, dened by
ϕ∗ : K (Y ) −−−→ K (X)
f −−−→ f ◦ ϕ
is an isomorphism, then eah funtion Xi on X equals
ai(Y )
bi(Y )
◦ϕ for some poly-
nomials ai, bi (bi 6= 0 on Y ). Another well-know fat is that if y is smooth
on Y then Oy,Y is a Unique Fatorization Domain (UDF) (see [2℄ Proposi-
tion(1.16), page 15). It follows that we an write:
Xi =
ai (Y )
bi (Y )
◦ ϕ with ai, bi relatively prime in Oy,Y .
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Now two ases are possible:
a) for all i, bi (y) 6= 0: in this ase it is enough to put d =
∏
bi and dene ψ
by
Xi =
ai (Y ) ·
∏
j 6=i bj (Y )
d (Y )
;
b) at least one bi vanishes at y: say b1 (y) = 0. Let β (Y1, . . . , Ym) be a
polynomial that represents an irreduible fator of b1 in Oy,Y ; say b1 = b′1β.
Take for E a omponent of X ∩ V (β ◦ ϕ) through x. By Corollary(1.2.3),
dim E = r − 1. But on X we have
a1 ◦ ϕ = X1 ·
(
b
′
1 ◦ ϕ
) · (β ◦ ϕ) ,
hene a1 ◦ ϕ = 0 on E. Therefore a1 = β = 0 on ϕ (E).
Sine β is irreduible β · Oy,Y is a prime ideal, and then B = {f ∈ C [Y ] |f ∈
β · Oy,Y } is a prime ideal also in C [Y ]. Moreover a1 /∈ B sine a1 and b1 are
relatively prime, hene a1 6≡ 0 on V (B). So we nd
Y ) V (B) ) ϕ (E)
hene dim ϕ (E) ≤ r − 2. 
We now go bak to projetive varieties and orrespondenes Z ⊂ X × Y .
We start to observe that the projetions
p1 : Z −→ X
p2 : Z −→ Y
are maps that are loally projetions Cn+m → Cn. In partiular the above
ane result apply to it. Thus, suppose p1 (Z) = X, p2 (Z) = Y and onsider
the funtions:
f (x, y) = max{dimW |W a omponent of Z [x] through (x, y)}
and
f (x) = max{dimW |W a omponent of Z [x]}.
Sine p1 : Z → X is generially smooth, the value of f (x) almost everywhere
is dimZ−dimX. Therefore we may deompose X into two piees:
1) a non-empty Zariski-open piee X0 where all omponents of Z [x] have
dimension dimZ−dimX (the fat that this is indeed an open set follows
by Theorem(1.2.2));
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2) a Zariski-losed piee F (the omplement ofX0) where some omponent
of Z [x] has larger dimension: these are alled the fundamental points of
Z.
Remark 1.2.6 The odimension in X of all omponents of F is at least 2.
Proof Look at:
Z ⊃ F ∗ = {(x, y) |f (x, y) > dimZ − dimX} p1|F∗−−−−−−−−→ F
then all omponents of F ∗ have dimension at most dimZ − 1 while all bers
of res p1 have dimension at least dimZ−dimX+1, thus all omponents of F
have dimension at most dimX − 2. 
This tells us that X
reg
is a non-empty Zariski-open subset of X disjoint
from F . Then the projetive form of Zariski's Main Theorem follows:
Theorem 1.2.7 (Zariski's Main Theorem) (Projetive-Smooth Case) Let
X and Y be projetive varieties and let Z ⊂ X × Y be a rational map from
X onto Y . Then
X − F − SingX ⊂ XZ
reg
,
i.e., Z is regular at every smooth non-fundamental point.
Proof First of all we observe that sine Z is a rational surjetive map,
dimX=dimZ. Indeed, suppose dimX = s, and let X1, . . . , Xs be a transen-
dene base of C(X) over C (where the Xi are the oordinate funtions on
X); let dimY = r, and let Y1, . . . , Yr be a transendene base of C(Y ) over C
(where the Yi are the oordinate funtions on Y ). It is enough to show that
if we add to X1, . . . , Xs one of Yi, these are algebraially dependent over Z.
Suppose Z = {(x, ϕ(x))|x ∈ X}, and suppose that the i-th omponent of ϕ
is in the form ϕi =
a
b
. Then the polynomial
q(X1, . . . , Xs, Yi) = b(X1, . . . , Xs) · Yi − a(X1, . . . , Xs)
is not identially zero but, by surjetivity, vanishes over all points of Z.
From this in partiular it follows that the subset F ⊂ X of fundamental
points is suh that ∀x ∈ F dimZ[x] ≥ 1; in partiular we nd again that in
this points Z annot be regular sine it does not satised the ondition i) of
denition of regular map.
Now onsider the projetion map p1 : Z → X restrited to an ane open
set U suh that p1(U) ⊂ X − F − SingX: we are in the hypothesis of the
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ane version theorem, so we have that for any x ∈ X − F − SingX it exists
a regular inverse of p1, say ψ : X → Z, in the form dened by
Xi = Xi ∀i = 1, . . . , n and Yj = aj(X1, . . . , Xn)
d(X1, . . . , Xn)
∀j = 1, . . . , m,
where the aj and d are polynomials on X, and ψ is dened over the points
in whih d does not vanish. Thus for any x ∈ X − F − SingX we see that
map Z is the graphi, on a neighborhood U of x, of the map
U −→ Y
given by
Yi =
ai (X1, . . . , Xn)
d (X1, . . . , Xn)
,
i.e. Z is a regular map at every smooth non-fundamental points as required.

We are now ready for to state the purpose of this setion that is an im-
mediate onsequene of Zariski's Main Theorem in the projetive ase.
Proof (of 1.2.1) Obviously (ii) follows from (i).
As for (i): if we denote the urve by X and the map by Z, then SingX = ∅
sine the urve is smooth and F = ∅ sine dimX = 1 and by Remark(1.2.6).
Therefore X = XZ
reg
. 
1.3 Notions about Algebrai Plane Curves
Now we fae to the seond goal of this hapter, i.e. that for any algebrai
urve there exists a smooth projetive variety birational to it.
Start with a simple denition.
Denition 1.3.1 (Funtion Field) A eld K ontaining C and nitely gen-
erated over it is alled a funtion eld.
Remark 1.3.2 For eah funtion eld K there exists a variety X suh that
K = C(X), the eld of frations of its regular funtions is a funtion eld.
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Proof Let K be a eld of transendene degree n, and x1, . . . , xn ∈ K a
transendene base. Then K is a nite algebrai extension of C(X1, . . . , Xn),
and by primitive element theorem suh extension an be generated by one
element; say xn+1. Then in K x1, . . . , xn, xn+1 must satisfy an irreduible
equation f(X1, . . . , Xn+1) = 0, unique up to salars. Therefore
K = fration eld of C[X1, . . . , Xn+1]/(f) = C(X)
where X ⊂ Pn+1 is the hypersurfae given by X = V (f). 
Denition 1.3.3 (Model of Funtion Field) When K = C(X) and X is a
projetive variety, we say that X is a model of K.
It is lear that if X1 and X2 are two models of the same eld K, then the
omposition
C(X1)
≈←−−− K ≈−−−→ C(X2)
denes a birational orrespondene between X1 and X2.
A natural question at this point is: given K, does it have a smooth model
X?
If K is the funtion eld of a urve, then the answer is positive. Indeed it
holds the following result:
Theorem 1.3.4 For every K of transendene degree 1, a smooth model
exists.
4
Really we will prove the theorem only for plane urves. For a proof in the
general ase see [2℄ Theorem(7.5), page 129.
In this ase the statement of the theorem beomes:
Theorem 1.3.5 Let K the funtion eld of a plane urve in P2; then it
exists a smooth urve in PN , for a suitable N , with the same funtion eld
K.
In this setion we will give the tools that we will use in the next setion
for the proof of Theorem(1.3.5).
4
In partiular we know that this implies that a variety having K as funtion eld has
dimension equal to 1.
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Denition 1.3.6 (Coordinate Changes) An ane hange of oordinates on
Cn is a polynomial map T = (T1, . . . , Tn) : C
n → Cn suh that T is one-to-
one and onto.
We will use the following notations: given an ane hange of oordinates
T , if F ∈ Cn[X1, . . . , Xn] is a polynomial then F T = T˜ (F ) = F (T1, . . . , Tn);
if β is an ideal in Cn[X1, . . . , Xn] and X = V (β) ⊂ Cn an algebrai set,
then βT denote the ideal generated by {F T |F ∈ β} and XT the algebrai set
T−1(X) = V (βT ).
Remark 1.3.7 Imposing linear onditions it is easy to see that, if x, x′ ∈ Cn,
l1, l2 are two distint lines trough x and l
′
1, l
′
2 are two distint lines trough x
′
then there exist an ane hange of oordinates T suh that T (x) = x′ and
T (li) = l
′
i for i = 1, 2.
Lemma 1.3.8 Let T : Cn → Cn be an ane hange of oordinates and
suppose T (x) = y, where x and y are two points of Cn. Then T˜ : Oy,Cn →
Ox,Cn is an isomorphism. Moreover, if X ⊂ Cn an algebrai set and x ∈ X
then T˜ : Oy,XT → Ox,X is an isomorphism too.
Proof Clearly T˜ (λf +fg) = λT˜ (f)+ T˜ (fg) = λT˜ (f)+ T˜ (f)T˜ (g), for any
λ ∈ C and f, g ∈ Oy,Cn .
If f = l/h with h(y) 6= 0, then T˜ (h)(x) = h(T )(x) = h(y) 6= 0; so T˜ (f) ∈
Ox,Cn . Similarly for g.
Injetivity: if T˜ (F ) = T˜ (G), then F ◦ T = G ◦ T , so F = G;
Surjetivity: let G ∈ Ox,Cn, and sine T is invertible we an take F = G◦T−1.
Finally, if x ∈ V , the same argument works for T˜ : Oy,XT → Ox,X . 
Remark 1.3.9 Let L1, L2, . . . and M1,M2, . . . be sequenes of linear forms
5
in C[X, Y ], and assume no Li = γMj, γ ∈ C (note that possibly eah se-
quenes an be formed by forms all equal ones among them). Let Aij =∏i
m=1 Lm ·
∏j
n=1Mn, i, j ≥ 0 (A00 = 1). Then {Aij|i + j = d} forms a
basis for {form of degree d in C[X, Y ]}.
Proof It is easy to see that {X iY j|i, j ≥ 0, i + j = d} is a base of
{form of degree d in C[X, Y ]}, so it is enough to show that any monomial
X iY j an be written as a linear ombination of Aij .
By indution. Sine we have put A00 = 1, the assertion for d = 0 is obvious.
5
A form in C[X1, . . . , Xn] is an homogeneous polynomial in C[X1, . . . , Xn].
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For d = 1 we have X = αiLi + βjMj (with αi, βj ∈ C) for all i ∈ N sine
Li 6= γMj for any γ ∈ C. Suppose now the statement true for d − 1; let
X iY j be a monomial of degree d − 1 (i + j = d − 1) and we an suppose
i 6= 0, so we an write X iY j = X(X i−1Y j). By indution hypothesis we have
X i−1Y j =
∑
i+j=d−1 aijAij . Hene
X iY j = X(X i−1Y j) =
∑
i+j=d−1
aijAijX =
∑
i+j=d−1
aijAij(αi+1Li+1+βj+1Mj+1)
as desired. 
Denition 1.3.10 (Order Funtion, or Disrete Valuation) An Order Funtion
(or Disrete Valuation) on a eld K is a funtion ϕ from K onto Z ∪ ∞,
satisfying:
i) ϕ(a) =∞ i a = 0;
ii) ϕ(ab) = ϕ(a) + ϕ(b);
iii) ϕ(a+ b) ≥ min(ϕ(a), ϕ(b)).
Note that the subset R = {z ∈ K|ϕ(z) ≥ 0} is a Noetherian and loal
ring with maximal ideal M = {z ∈ K|ϕ(z) > 0}, and quotient eld K.
Denition 1.3.11 (Disrete Valuation Ring) Let ϕ an order funtion. The
ring R = {z ∈ K|ϕ(z) ≥ 0} is all a disrete valuation ring (DVR).
Proposition 1.3.12 If R is a loal Noetherian domain and the maximal
ideal is prinipal, then there exist an irreduible element t ∈ R suh that
every non-zero z ∈ R may be written uniquely in the form z = utn, with u a
unit in R and n a non-negative integer.
Proof Let M be the maximal ideal and t an its generator.
Uniqueness: let utn = vtm, where u, v units and suppose n ≥ m; then
utn−m = v is a unit, so n = m and u = v.
Existene let z ∈ R not a unit, so z = z1t for some z1 ∈ R. Now either
z1 is a unit or z1 = z2t for some z2 ∈ R. In this way we get an innite
sequene z1, z2, . . . with zi = zi+1t. Sine R is Noetherian, the hain of ideals
(z1) ⊂ (z2) ⊂ . . . must have a maximal element; so (zn) = (zn+1). 
An element t as in the proposition is alled a uniformizing parameter for
R, while the number n is alled the order of z, and is written n = ord(z).
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Corollary 1.3.13 Every Noetherian loal domain whih has a maximal ideal
that is prinipal is a disrete valuation ring.
Proof If we dene ord(0) = ∞, we have that ord:K → Z ∪ {∞} is an
order funtion on K, where K is the quotient eld of R. Indeed, if t is xed,
it is immediately to verify that the funtion "ord" satises the properties of
the order funtion. Moreover it is independent of the hoie of uniformizing
parameter: if t1 and t2 are two distint uniformizing parameters, then on the
one hand t2 = u2t
s
1, with s a non-negative integer and u2 a unit in R; but on
the other hand t1 = u1t
r
2, with r a non-negative integer and u1 a unit in R.
Thus t2 = u2u
s
1t
rs
1 , so rs = 1 and then r = s = 1. This implies that for all
z ∈ R we have z = utn1 = vtm2 , with u, v unit in R, but t2 = wt1 (w unit in
R) so vtn2 = vw
ntn1 and then n = m by uniqueness. 
We provided now some lemmas about ideals and relations between alge-
brai sets and ring homomorphisms.
Lemma 1.3.14 (i) Let I ⊂ J be ideals in a ring R. Then there is a natural
homomorphism from R/I onto R/J .
(ii) Let I be an ideal in a ring R, with R a subring of a ring S. Then there
is a natural homomorphism from R/I to S/IS.
Proof (i) Let d ∈ R/I and d+i with i ∈ I an its representative in R. Sine
I ⊂ J we an write d = d′ + j. Then we set ϕ : R/I → R/J by ϕ(d) = d′.
This is learly an homomorphism and it is "onto" sine for all d′ ∈ R/J we
have that d′ is also an element of R/I.
(ii) Let a ∈ R/I and a + i with i ∈ I an its representer in R. But a + i is
also an element of S, so we an write a+ i = b+ js, with j ∈ I, s ∈ S. Then
we set ϕ : R/I → S/IS by ϕ(a) = b. It is immediate to see that this is an
homomorphism. 
Lemma 1.3.15 Let x = (0, . . . , 0) ∈ Cn, O = Ox,Cn, M = Mx,Cn and
I = (X1, . . . , Xn) ⊂ C[X1, . . . , Xn]. Then IO = M , so IrO = M r for all
integer r.
Proof M = {f ∈ Op(Cn)|f(p) = 0}, while IO = {
∑
xihi with hi ∈ O}.
We prove the double inlusion.
IO ⊂M : learly∑ xihi ∈ O and it vanish at p;
M ⊂ IO: let f = h/l ∈ M , where h, l ∈ C[X1, . . . , Xn], l(p) 6= 0 and
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h(p) = 0; then h has not onstant terms, so we an write it as
∑
i∈{1,...,n} xisi;
thus f = h/l =
∑
i∈{1,...,n} xi(si/l) ∈ IO. 
Lemma 1.3.16 Let X be a variety in Cn, I = I(X) ⊂ C[X1, . . . , Xn], x∈ X,
and let J be an ideal of C[X1, . . . , Xn] whih ontains I. Let J
′
be the image
of J in C[X]. Then there is a natural isomorphism
ϕ :
Ox,Cn
JOx,Cn −→
Ox,X
J ′Ox,X .
In partiular,
Ox,Cn
IOx,Cn is isomorphi to Ox,X.
Proof If [l] is an equivalent lass in
Ox,Cn
JOx,Cn , then a representative of [l] in
Ox,Cn has the form l + jm, with j ∈ J and m ∈ Ox,Cn. Let
π : C[X1, . . . , Xn] −→ C[X1, . . . , Xn]
I
be the natural homomorphism, and let l+jm be the image of l+jm under π,
where bars denotes the I-residue. Sine j ∈ J ′ , then jm ∈ J ′Ox,X . Therefore
it is enough to set ϕ([l]) = [l]. 
Remark 1.3.17 Two ideals I, J ⊂ C[X1, . . . , Xn] are omaximal (i.e. I +
J = (1)) if and only if V (I) ∩ V (J) = ∅.
Proof If I + J 6= (1) then V (I) ∩ V (J) = V (I + J) 6= V (1) = ∅: on-
tradition; onversely, if ∅ 6= V (I) ∩ V (J) = V (I + J), then ∃ p suh that
∀ f ∈ I, ∀ g ∈ J we have f(p) + g(p) = 0, thus ∀ f ∈ I, ∀ g ∈ J it holds
f + g 6= 1: ontradition. 
Remark 1.3.18 Let I, J be ideals in a ring R. Suppose I is nitely generated
and I ⊂ Rad(J), then In ⊂ J for some n.
Proof Suppose I is generated by {x1, . . . , xm}; then ∀ i ∃ni suh that
xnii ∈ J . I laim that n =
∑
ni is the desire number. Indeed, in eah element
g of In they appear the terms
∑
axs11 . . . x
sm
m with a ∈ R and
∑
si = n, so
at least one of these si must be greater than ni, thus g is in J . 
Remark 1.3.19 Let {P1, . . . , Pr} be a nite set of points in Cn. Then there
are polynomials F1, . . . , Fr ∈ C[X1, . . . , Xn] suh that Fi(Pj) = 0 if i 6= j and
Fi(Pi) = 1.
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Proof Set Vi = ∪j 6=iPj. Sine Vi  Vi ∪ {Pi}, then I(Vi ∪ {Pi})  I(Vi);
thus it exists Gi ∈ I(Vi) but Gi 6∈ I(Vi ∪ {Pi}). It follows that Gi(Pi) 6= 0,
thus Fi = Gi/Gi(Pi) is the desired polynomial. 
The next proposition is an useful tool.
Proposition 1.3.20 Let I be an ideal in C[X1, . . . , Xn], and suppose V (I) =
{x1, . . . , xN} is nite. Let Oi = Oxi,Cn. Then there is a natural isomorphism
ϕ :
C[X1, . . . , Xn]
I
−→ ×Ni=1
Oi
IOi .
Proof Let Ii = I({Pi}) ⊂ C[X1, . . . , Xn] be the distint maximal ide-
als whih ontain I, and let R = C[X1, . . . , Xn]/I, Ri = Oi/IOi. By the
Lemma(1.3.14)(b), it follows that the natural homomorphism ϕi from R to
Ri indue a homomorphism ϕ from R to ×Ni=1Ri.
By the Nullstellensatz and Remark(1.3.18), Rad(I) = I({P1, . . . , PN}) =⋂N
i=1 Ii, so (
⋂
Ii)
d ⊂ I for some d. By Remark(1.3.17), ⋂j 6=i Ij and Ii are
omaximal. So, sine powers of omaximal ideals are still omaximal, and
for omaximal ideals it holds that I ∩ J = I · J (and indutively for a nite
number of theme), it follows that
⋂
(Idj ) = (I1 · · · · · IN)d = (
⋂
Ij)
d ⊂ I.
Now as in the Remark(1.3.19) hoose Fi ∈ C[X1, . . . , Xn] suh that
Fi(Pj) = 0 if i 6= j, Fi(Pi) = 1. Let
Ei = 1− (1− F di )d.
Note that Ei = F
d
i Di for some Di, so Ei ∈ Idj if i 6= j, and 1 −
∑
iEi =
(1 − Ej) −
∑
i6=j Ei ∈
⋂
Idj ⊂ I. Let ei be the residue of Ei in R; then we
have e2i = ei, eiej = 0 if i 6= j, and
∑
ei = 1.
Suppose G ∈ C[X1, . . . , Xn], and G(Pi) 6= 0 (so we an assume G(Pi) =
1), and let g be its residue in R. Let H = 1−G. We have:
(1−H)(Ei +HEi + · · ·+Hd−1Ei) = Ei −HdEi.
SineH ∈ Ii, it follows thatHdEi ∈ I. Therefore g(ei+hei+· · ·+hd−1ei) = ei.
Thus we have proved that in this hypothesis it exists t ∈ R suh that tg = ei.
Using this result we now prove that ϕ is an isomorphism.
Injetivity: if ϕ(f) = 0, where f is the residue of F in R, then for eah i
there is a Gi with Gi(Pi) 6= 0 and GiF ∈ I. Let gi be the residue of Gi in R,
and take ti as above suh that tigi = ei. Then
f =
∑
eif =
∑
tigif = 0;
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Surjetivity: sine Ei(Pi) = 1, it follows that ϕi(ei) is a unit in Ri, and sine
ϕi(ei)ϕi(ej) = ϕi(eiej) = 0 if i 6= j, it follows that ϕi(ej) = 0 if i 6= j.
Therefore ϕi(ei) = ϕi(
∑
ej) = ϕi(1) = 1. Let
z =
(
a1
s1
, . . . ,
aN
sN
)
∈ ×Ni=1Ri.
By above result we may set tisi = ei; then ai/si = aiti inRi. So ϕi(
∑
tjajej) =
ϕi(tiai) = ai/si, and ϕ(
∑
tjajej) = z. 
Corollary 1.3.21 Let I be an ideal in C[X1, . . . , Xn], and suppose V (I) =
{x1, . . . , xN} is nite. Let Oi = Oxi,Cn. Then
dimC
(
C[X1, . . . , Xn]
I
)
=
N∑
i=1
dimC
( Oi
IOi
)
.
Corollary 1.3.22 Let I be an ideal in C[X1, . . . , Xn]. If V (I) = {x}, then
C[X1, . . . , Xn]/I is isomorphi to Ox,Cn/IOx,Cn.
1.3.1 Plane Curves
After realling the denition of the notion of ane plane urve, we will dene
some onepts whih give information about their geometrial proprieties.
We say that two polynomials F,G ∈ C[X, Y ] are equivalent if F = λG for
some non-zero λ ∈ C
Denition 1.3.23 (Ane Plane Curve) We dene an ane plane urve to be
an equivalent lass of non-onstant polynomials under this equivalent relation.
The degree of a urve is the degree of a dening polynomial for the urve.
If F ∈ C[X, Y ] is irreduible then V (F ) is a variety in C2. When this
don't will reate onfusion, we will denote by F both the equation and the
variety V (F ).
Let F be a urve, P = (a, b) ∈ F . P is alled a simple point of F if either
derivative FX(P ) 6= 0 or FY (P ) 6= 0. In this ase the line FX(P )(X − a) +
FY (P )(Y − b) = 0 is the tangent line to F at P . A point whih is not simple
is alled singular. A urve is said non-singular if all its point are simple.
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Now let F be a urve and P = (0, 0). Write F = Fm + Fm+1 + · · ·+ Fn,
where Fi is a form in C[X, Y ] of degree i, Fm 6= 0. We all m the multipliity
of F at P , and we write m = mP (F ).
Remark 1.3.24 Note that mP (F ) = 0 if and only if P /∈ F and mP (F ) = 1
if and only if P is a simple point on F .
Write Fm =
∏
Lrii where the Li are distint lines, i.e. fators of the type
(αX − βY ). Then Li are alled the tangent lines to F at P , and ri is the
multipliity of the tangent; Li is a simple tangent if ri = 1. If F has m distint
(simple) tangents at P , we say that P is an ordinary multiple point of F .
If P = (a, b) 6= (0, 0) then we onsider the hange of oordinates given
by T (x, y) = (x + a, y + b), and we dene mP (F ) = m(0,0)(F
T ). If F T =
Gm + Gm+1 + · · · + Gn, Gi forms, then m = mP (F ). If Gm =
∏
Lrii ,
Li = αiX + βiY , then the lines αi(X − a) + βi(Y − b) = 0 are dened
to be the tangent lines to F at P . At this point we an dene all the other
onepts dened for the ase P = (0, 0).
It follows a haraterization of simple point P on a urve F in term of a
loal ring OP,F .
We will use the following notation: if G ∈ C[X, Y ] is any polynomial, then g
denotes its residue image in C[F ].
Remark 1.3.25 Let I = (X, Y ) ⊂ C[X, Y ]. Sine a base for C[X,Y ]
In
is given
by {xiyj|i+ j = 0, . . . , n− 1} then
dimC
(
C[X, Y ]
In
)
= 1 + 2 + · · ·+ n = n(n+ 1)
2
.
Lemma 1.3.26 (1) Let
0 −−−→ V ′ ψ−−−→ V ϕ−−−→ V ′′ −−−→ 0
be an exat sequene of nite-dimensional vetor spaes over a eld K.
Then dimV ′+dimV ′′ =dimV .
(2) Let
0 −−−→ V1 ϕ1−−−→ V2 ϕ2−−−→ V3 ϕ3−−−→ V4 −−−→ 0
be an exat sequene of nite-dimensional vetor spaes over a eld K.
Then dimV4 =dimV3−dimV2+dimV1.
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Proof (1) follows from abstrat version of Grassmann formula; (2) follows
by (1) letting W =Im(ϕ2) =Ker(ϕ3), and onsidering
0 −−−→ V1 ϕ1−−−→ V2 ϕ2−−−→ W −−−→ 0
and
0 −−−→ W i−−−→ V3 ϕ3−−−→ V4 −−−→ 0
where i is the inlusion, and the result follows by subtration. 
Remark 1.3.27 Let R be a disrete valuation ring with maximal ideal M ,
and quotient eld K, and suppose a eld k is a subring of R, and that the
omposition k −→ R −→ R/M is an isomorphism of k with R/M . It follows
that the R-module Mn/Mn+1 is also a k-module. Moreover eah element of
Mn/Mn+1 is in the form [axn], where a ∈ k and x is a generator of M . In
partiular dimk(M
n/Mn+1) = 1.
Remark 1.3.28 If O is a loal ring with maximal ideal M , there exist a
natural exat sequene of O-modules
0 −−−→ Mn
Mn+1
i−−−→ O
Mn+1
π−−−→ O
Mn
−−−→ 0,
sine O/Mn is isomorphi to (O/Mn+1)/Mn, thus Ker(π) = Mn/Mn+1 =Im(i).
Theorem 1.3.29 Let P be a point on a irreduible urve F . Then
mP (F ) = dimC
(
Mp(F )
n
MP (F )n+1
)
for all suiently large n. In partiular, the multipliity of F at P depends
only on the loal ring OP,F .
Proof Write M,O for MP (F ),OP,F . By Remark(1.3.28) the sequene
0 −−−→ Mn
Mn+1
−−−→ O
Mn+1
−−−→ O
Mn
−−−→ 0
is exat, and by Lemma(1.3.26)
dimC(O/Mn+1)− dimC(O/Mn) = dimC
(
Mp(F )
n/MP (F )
n+1
)
,
so it is enough to prove that dimC(O/Mn) = n ·mp(F )+ s for some onstant
s and all n ≥ mP (F ).
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We may assume that P = (0, 0), so by Lemma(1.3.15) Mn = InO,
where I = (X, Y ) ⊂ C[X, Y ]. Sine V (In) = {P}, by Proposition(1.3.20),
Corollary(1.3.22) and Lemma(1.3.16), it follows that
C[X, Y ]
(In, F )
∼= OP,C2
(In, F )OP,C2
∼= OP,F
InOP,F =
O
Mn
.
Let m = mP (F ). Then FG ∈ In whenever G ∈ In−m. If we dene ψ :
C[X, Y ]/In−m → C[X, Y ]/In by ψ(G) = FG, where G is the residue of G, it
follows that the sequene
0 −−−→ C[X,Y ]
In−m
ψ−−−→ C[X,Y ]
In
ϕ−−−→ C[X,Y ]
(In,F )
−−−→ 0
is exat (where ϕ is the natural ring homomorphism). Finally by Remark(1.3.25)
and Lemma(1.3.26) again, we have dimC(C[X, Y ]/(I
n, F )) = nm − m(m−1)
2
for all n ≥ m, as desired. 
Theorem 1.3.30 Let F be a urve and let P ∈ F . Then P is a simple
point of F if and only if OP,F is a disrete valuation ring. In this ase, if
L = aX + bY + c is any line through P whih is not tangent to F at P , then
the image l of L in OP,F is a uniformizing parameter for OP,F .
Proof By Remark(1.3.7) and Lemma(1.3.8), after a hange of oordinates,
we may assume that P = (0, 0), that Y is the tangent line, and that L = X;
so by Proposition(1.3.12) and Corollary(1.3.13) it is enough to show that
x generates MP (F ). First of all, note that by Lemma(1.3.15) MP (C
2) =
(X, Y )OP,C2, and sine P = (0, 0) ∈ F and hene (F ) ⊂ (X, Y ), then by
Lemma(1.3.16) we have:
C ∼= OP,C2
MP (C2)
∼= OP,C2
(X, Y )OP,C2
∼= OP,F
(x, y)OP,F ,
thus MP (F ) = (x, y).
Now, by assumptions, we an write F = Y+higher terms, or equivalently
F = Y G−X2H , where G = 1−higher terms, H ∈ C[X]. Then yg = x2h ∈
[F ] so y = x2hg−1 ∈ (x), sine g(P ) 6= 0. Thus MP (F ) = (x, y) = (x) as
desired.
As for the onverse: ifOP,F is a disrete valuation ring, then by Theorem(1.3.29)
and Remark(1.3.27), it follows immediately that mP (F ) = 1. 
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Corollary 1.3.31 Let P be a point on an irreduible urve F and M =
Mp(F ). Then dimC(M
n/Mn+1) = n + 1 for 0 ≤ n < mp(F ).
In partiular, P is a simple point if and only if dimC(M/M
2) = 1; other-
wise dimC(M/M
2) = 2.
Proof As in the Theorem(1.3.29), from exat sequene
0 −−−→ Mn
Mn+1
−−−→ O
Mn+1
−−−→ O
Mn
−−−→ 0
it is enough to alulate dimC
O
Mn+1
−dimC( OMn ). But again as in Theorem(1.3.29),O
Mn
∼= C[X, Y ]/(In, F ) and sine by hypothesis n < mP (F ) it follows that
C[X, Y ]/(In, F ) = C[X, Y ]/(In), so by Remark(1.3.25) it follows immedi-
ately that dimC
O
Mn+1
− dimC( OMn ) = n+ 1 
We introdue the following denition.
Denition 1.3.32 (Intersetion Number) Let F and G be plane urves, P ∈
C2. The number
i(P, F ∩G) = dimC
( OP,C2
(F,G)
)
is alled the intersetion number of F and G at P .
Denition 1.3.33 (Transversal Intersetion) Two urves F and G are said
to interset transversally at P if P is a simple point both on F and on G, and
if the tangent line to F at P is dierent from the tangent line to G at P .
Theorem 1.3.34 The intersetion number satisfy the following proprieties:
(1) If T is an ane hange of oordinates on C2, and T (P ) = Q, then
i(Q,F T ∩GT ) = i(P, F ∩G).
(2) i(P, F∩G) ≥ mp(F )mP (G), with equality ourring if and only if F and
G have no tangent lines in ommon at P . In partiular, the intersetion
number is one when F and G meet transversally at P .
(3) If F =
∏
F rii , and G =
∏
G
sj
j , then
i(P, F ∩G) =
∑
i,j
risji(P, Fi ∩Gj).
For the proof we will need of the following lemma.
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Lemma 1.3.35 Let F and G be plane urves, P ∈ C2 and m = mP (F ), n =
mP (G). Let I = (X, Y ) ⊂ C[X, Y ] and
ψ :
C[X, Y ]
In
× C[X, Y ]
Im
−→ C[X, Y ]
In+m
the map given by ψ(A,B) = AF +BG. Then:
(a) If F and G have distint tangents at P , then I t ⊂ (F,G)O = OP,C2 for
t ≥ m+ n− 1.
(b) ψ is one-to-one if and only if F and G have distint tangents at P .
Proof We may assume P = (0, 0), and that all the omponents of F and
G pass trough P .
(a) Let L1, . . . , Lm and M1, . . . ,Mn be respetively the tangent to F and
G at P (note that sine F and G have distint tangents at P , it holds that
no Li = γMj, γ ∈ C). Let Li = Lm if i > m, Mj = Mn if j > n, and let
Aij = L1 · · · · · Li ·M1 · · · · ·Mj for all i, j ≥ 0 (A00 = 1). Then, sine by
Lemma(1.3.9) {Aij|i+ j = t} forms a basis for the vetor spae of all forms
of a degree t in C[X, Y ], it is enough to show that Aij ∈ (F,G)O for all
i+ j ≥ m+ n− 1.
Sine i + j ≥ m + n − 1 then either i ≥ m or j ≥ n. Say i ≥ m, so
Aij = Am0B, where B is a form of degree i + j − m. But, sine F an be
written as F = Am0 + F
′
, where all terms of F ′ are of degree ≥ m+ 1, then
Aij = BF−BF ′, where eah term of BF ′ has degree ≥ i+j+1. Then we an
do again this proess for BF ′, so we are redued to prove that I t ⊂ (F,G)O
for all suiently large t.
Let V (F,G) = {P,Q1, . . . , Qs}, and hoose as in Remark(1.3.19) a poly-
nomial H so that H(Qi) = 0, H(P ) 6= 0. Sine HX,HY ∈ I(V (F,G)),
and by Nullstellensatz I(V (F,G)) =Rad((F,G)), then (HX)N , (HY )N ∈
(F,G) ⊂ C[X, Y ] for some N . Finally, sine HN is a unit in O, it follows
that XN , Y N ∈ (F,G)O, and therefore I2N ⊂ (F,G)O as desired.
(b) Let A = Ar+(higher terms) and B = Bs+(higher terms), and sup-
pose ψ(A,B) = AF +BG = 0. This means that AF + BG = ArFm +
BsGn+(higher terms) has only terms of degree ≥ m + n; thus ArFm =
−BsGn. But, sine by hypothesis F and G have distint tangents, Fm and
Gn have no ommon fators, so Fm divides Bs and Gn divides Ar. Therefore
s ≥ m, r ≥ n, so (A,B) = (0, 0).
Conversely, if L was a ommon tangent to F and G at P , then Fm =
LF ′m−1, Gn = LG
′
n−1. But then ψ(G
′
n−1,−F ′m−1) = 0, so ψ is not one-to-one.
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Remark 1.3.36 Let I be an ideal in C[X1, . . . , Xn]. Then if V (I) is an
innite set then dimC
(
C[X1,...,Xn]
I
)
=∞.
Proof If not, for any r points P1, . . . , Pr ∈ V (I), we have r ≤ dimC
(
C[X1,...,Xn]
I
)
.
Indeed, by Remark(1.3.19), we an hoose Fi . . . , Fr ∈ C[X1, . . . , Xn] suh
that Fi(Pj) = 0 if i 6= j, and Fi(Pi) = 1. Let
∑
λiFi = 0, λi ∈ C, then∑
λiFi ∈ I, so λi = (
∑
λiFi)(Pj) = 0; thus the Fi are linearly independent
over C. 
Proof (of Theorem(1.3.34)) (1) It follows immediately from the fat that,
by Lemma(1.3.8), an ane hange of oordinates gives an isomorphism of
loal rings.
Now we may assume P = (0, 0), and that all the omponents of F and G
pass trough P .
(2) Let m = mP (F ) and n = mP (G). Let I = (X, Y ) ⊂ C[X, Y ] and
ψ :
C[X, Y ]
In
× C[X, Y ]
Im
−→ C[X, Y ]
In+m
the map given by ψ(A,B) = AF +BG. Then the sequene
C[X,Y ]
In
× C[X,Y ]
Im
ψ−−−→ C[X,Y ]
In+m
ϕ−−−→ C[X,Y ]
(In+m,F,G)
−−−→ 0
where ϕ is the natural ring homomorphism, is exat. It follows that
dim
(
C[X, Y ]
In
)
+ dim
(
C[X, Y ]
Im
)
≥ dim (Ker(ϕ)) ,
with the equality if and only if ψ is one-to-one, and that
dim
(
C[X, Y ]
(In+m, F,G)
)
= dim
(
C[X, Y ]
In+m
)
− dim (Ker(ϕ)) .
Now note that V (In+m, F,G) ⊂ {P}, so by Corollary(1.3.22), we have that
C[X,Y ]
(In+m,F,G)
is isomorphi to
O
(In+m,F,G)
, where O = OP,C2. Finally, let π :
O
(F,G)
→ O
(In+m,F,G)
be the natural ring homomorphism, that is learly sur-
jetive.
From all these onsiderations plus Remark(1.3.25) we have
i(P, F∩G) = dim
( O
(F,G)O
)
≥ dim
( O
(In+m, F,G)O
)
= dim
(
C[X, Y ]
(In+m, F,G)
)
≥
25
dim
(
C[X, Y ]
In+m
)
− dim
(
C[X, Y ]
In
)
− dim
(
C[X, Y ]
Im
)
= mn,
with the equality ourring if and only if both inequalities in the above string
are equalities. The rst inequality is an equality if π is an isomorphism, i.e.
if In+m ⊂ (F,G)O; the seond if and only if ψ is one-to-one. Therefore (2)
follows from Lemma(1.3.35).
(3) It is enough to show that i(P, F ∩ GH) = i(P, F ∩ G) + i(P, F ∩H)
for any F,G,H .
If F and G are two urves with a ommon omponent H , then (F,G) ⊂ (H),
so by Lemma(1.3.14) there is homomorphism from O/(F,G) onto O/(H),
and i(P, F∩G) ≥dim(O/(H)). ButO/(H) is isomorphi toOP,H by Lemma(1.3.16),
C[H ] ⊂ OP,H , and dim(C[H ]) = ∞ by Remark(1.3.36), so dim(OP,H) = ∞
too. Thus we an assume that F and GH have no ommon omponents.
Let ϕ : O/(F,GH) → O/(F,G) be the natural homomorphism given as in
Lemma(1.3.14), and dene a C-linear map
ψ :
O
(F,H)
−→ O
(F,GH)
by letting ψ(z) = Gz, where as usual z denotes residues. Therefore by
Proposition(1.3.26) it is enough to show that the sequene
0 −−−→ O
(F,H)
ψ−−−→ O
(F,GH)
ϕ−−−→ O
(F,G)
is exat.
Obviously ϕ is surjetive, and it is easy to see that Im(ψ)=Ker(ϕ). To on-
lude we show that ψ is one-to-one. Let ψ(z) = 0; Gz = uF + vGH , with
u, v ∈ O. Choose S ∈ C[X, Y ] with S(P ) 6= 0, and let Su = A, Sv = B, and
Sz = C ∈ C[X, Y ]. Then G(C−BH) = AF in C[X, Y ]. Sine F and G have
no ommon fators, F must divide C − BH , so C − BH = DF . Then
z =
(
B
S
)
H +
(
D
S
)
F, i.e. z = 0,
as desired. 
The following Corollary ome immediately from (2) of above theorem.
Corollary 1.3.37 A line L is tangent to a urve F at a point P if and only
if i(P, F ∩ L) > mP (F ).
Lemma 1.3.38 Let F be an irreduible plane urve, P = (0, 0),m = mP (F ) > 1
and M = MP (F ). For G ∈ C[X, Y ], denote its residue in C[F ] by g, and for
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g ∈ M denote its residue in M/M2 by g. Then P is an ordinary multiple
point on F if and only if there are g1, . . . , gm ∈M suh that gi 6= λgj for all
i 6= j, µ ∈ C, and dim
(
OP,F
(gi)
)
> m.
Proof First of all note that the map α from forms of degree 1 in C[X, Y ]
to M/M2 taking aX + bY to aX + bY is an isomorphism of vetor spaes.
Indeed, by Corollary(1.3.36), forms of degree 1 in C[X, Y ] and M/M2 have
the same dimension, and sine any two vetor spaes over C are isomorphi
if and only if have the same dimension, this is enough.
If P is an ordinary multiple point with tangents L1, . . . , Lm, then by (2) of
Theorem(1.3.34), i(P, F ∩Li) > m, and sine the tangent Li are distint then
Li 6= λLj for all i 6= j,λ ∈ C, so the above isomorphism says that li 6= λlj for
all i 6= j,λ ∈ C. Thus gi := li are the sought funtions. Moreover, by means
of intersetion number and by (2) of Theorem(1.3.34), dimC
(O
P,C2
(F,Gi)
)
> m;
but sine (F,G) ⊃ (F ), then by Lemma(1.3.16) we have that
(O
P,C2
(F,Gi)
)
is
isomorphi to
(
OP,F
(gi)
)
.
Conversely, suppose there are g1, . . . , gm ∈ M suh that gi 6= λgj for all
i 6= j, λ ∈ C, and dim
(
OP,F
(gi)
)
> m; let Gi be the linear forms given by
isomorphism α. Sine dim
(
OP,F
(gi)
)
> m, doing bakwards previous argument,
we see that i(P, F ∩ Gi) > m for all i. Write Gi = Li+higher terms, so
li = gi 6= 0, and Li is tangent to Gi; but (2) of Theorem(1.3.34) say us that
Li is tangent to F too. This prove that F has m tangents at P , and thus
that P is an ordinary multiple point on F . 
All we have seen is quite similar in the projetive ase.
Two non-onstant form F,G ∈ C[X, Y, Z] are equivalent if there is a non-
zero λ ∈ C suh that G = λF , and a projetive plane urve is an equivalent
lass of forms. The degree of a urve is the degree of a dening form.
Remark 1.3.39 If P = (x, y, 1) and F ∈ C[X, Y, Z] is a form, then OP,F
is anonially isomorphi to O(x,y)(F∗), where F∗ = F (X, Y, 1) is the orre-
sponding ane urve.
If F is a projetive plane urve and an its point P is suh that P ∈ Ui =
{(z1, z2, z3)|zi 6= 0}, i = 1, 2, 3, we an dehomogenize F with respet to Xi
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(we denote by F∗ this polynomial), and dene the multipliity of F at P ,
denoted by mP (F ), to be mP (F∗).
If P is a simple point on F (i.e. mP (F ) = 1), and F is irreduible, then
OP,F is a disrete valuation ring. Consider a form G in C[X, Y, Z], G∗ ∈ OP,P2
and G∗ is the residue of G∗ in OP,F ; we dene ordFP (G) to be ordFP (G∗) (one
may verify that this denition does not depend on the hosen ane hart).
Let F,G be projetive plane urves, P ∈ P2. We dene
i(P, F ∩G) = dimC
( OP,P2
(F∗, G∗)
)
.
This is independent of the partiular dehomogenization of F and G, and it
satises the same proprieties of the ane ase.
Finally, by Corollary(1.3.37), we an dene a line L to be tangent to a
urve F at P if i(P, F ∩ L) > mP (F ) and we say that P is an ordinary
multiple point of F if F has mP (F ) distint tangents at P .
1.4 Resolution of Singularities
To prove the Theorem(1.3.4) is enough to prove that any projetive plane
urve an be desingularizated, i.e. it is possible "resolve its singularities".
This means to onstrut another non-singular projetive urve and a bira-
tional morphism between them.
In this setion we will show how to do this.
Let us start with the ane ase.
Let P = (0, 0) ∈ C2 and U = {(x, y) ∈ C2|x 6= 0}. Consider the following
morphism:
φ : U −−−→ C
(x, y) −−−→ x
y
Let G = {(x, y, z)|y = xz, x 6= 0} ⊂ C3 be the graph of φ.
Let B be the variety given by B := {(x, y, z) ∈ C3|y = xz} and onsider
π|B : B → C2 the restrition of the projetion to the rst two oordinates
(i.e. π(x, y, z) = (x, y)); then π(B) = U ∪ {P}. We have that π−1(U) = G,
so π restrits to an isomorphism of π−1(U) onto U . Let L = π−1(P ) =
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{(0, 0, z)|z ∈ C}.
It follows that: B is the losure of G in C3, G is an open in B, while L is a
losed in B.
Let ϕ : C2 → B be dened by
ϕ(x, z) = (x, xz, z);
this is an isomorphism of C2 onto B sine the projetion to (x, z)-plane gives
the inverse. Let
ψ = π ◦ ϕ : C2 −→ C2;
we have ψ(x, z) = (x, xz), so ψ is a birational morphism of the plane to
itself. Now let E = ψ−1(P ) = ϕ−1(L) = {(x, z) ∈ C2|x = 0}; it follows that
ψ : C2 − E → U is an isomorphism.
Suppose now that C is a urve in C2 and that C 6= V (X). Let C0 = C∩U ,
C ′0 = ψ
−1(C0) and C ′ the losure of C ′0 in C
2
. Let f := ψ|C′ : C ′ → C be the
restrition of ψ to C ′. This is a birational morphism of C ′ to C.
Proposition 1.4.1 Let C = V (F ), with F = Fr+Fr+1+ · · ·+Fn, Fi a form
of degree i in C[X, Y ], r = mP (C), n = deg(C). Then C
′ = V (F ′), where
F ′ = Fr(1, Z) +XFr+1(1, Z) + · · ·+Xn−rFn(1, Z).
Proof Note that
F (X,XZ) = XrFr(1, Z) +X
r+1Fr+1(1, Z) + · · ·+XnFn(1, Z) = XrF ′.
In one hand X does not divide F ′ sine Fr(1, Z) 6= 0; on the other hand if
F ′ = GH , then F = XrG(X, Y/X)H(X, Y/X) would be reduible. Thus F ′
is irreduible, and sine V (F ′) ⊃ C ′0, V (F ′) = C ′. 
Assume that X is not tangent to C, then by multiplying F by a onstant,
we may assume that Fr =
∏s
i=1(Y −αiX)ri, where Y −αiX are the tangent
to F at P .
Proposition 1.4.2 In this situation, f−1(P ) = {P1, . . . , Ps}, where Pi =
(0, αi), and mPi(C
′) ≤ i(Pi, C ′ ∩ E) = ri. If P is an ordinary multiple point
on C, then eah Pi is a simple point on C
′
, and ord
C′
Pi
(x) = 1.
Proof It is immediate to see that f−1(P ) = C ′∩E = {(0, α)|Fr(1, α) = 0}.
Moreover
mPi(C
′) ≤ i(Pi, F ′ ∩X) = i(Pi,
s∏
i=1
(Z − αi)ri ∩X) = ri
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by (2) and (3) of Theorem(1.3.34). 
It is easy to understand that if X is tangent to C, then is enough to move
C by a rotation at P (whih is a partiular hange of oordinates) to obtain
a urve whih has not X as tangent at P and birational to C.
Geometrially, what we did an be explain as follows: given the point P
(that in general will be singular for a urve) in the plane C2, we removed
it from this plane and replaed it by an ane line L; the points of this line
orrespond to the tangent diretions at P . This way we obtain the so alled
blow up of the plane B = (C2 − P ) ∪ L that is still a variety.
Now we generalize this onstrution in the projetive ase.
Let P1, . . . Pt ∈ P2. We want to blow up all these points replaing eah
of them by a projetive line. After a hange of oordinates we an ertainly
assume that all these points are in an ane Ui, i = 1, 2, 3; say U3, so that
they have oordinates of the form Pi = (ai1, ai2, 1).
Let U = P2 − {P1, . . . , Pt}. Dene morphism fi : U → P by
fi(X1, X2, X3) = (X1 − ai1X3, X2 − ai2X3).
Let f = (f1, . . . , ft) : U → P× · · · × P︸ ︷︷ ︸
t times
be the produt and let G ⊂ U × P×
· · · × P be the graph of f .
Let X1, X2, X3 be the homogeneous oordinates for P
2
, Yi1, Yi2 homoge-
neous oordinates for the ith opy of P. Let
B = V ({Yi1(X2 − ai2X3)− Yi2(X1 − ai1X3)|i = 1, . . . , t} ⊂ P2 × P× · · · × P.
Let π|B : B → P2 be the restrition of the projetion from P2 × P× · · · × P
to P2. Finally let Ei = π
−1(Pi).
Note that Ei = {P}×{f1(Pi)}×· · ·×P×· · ·×{ft(Pi)} where P appears
in the ith plae. It follows that Ei is anonially isomorphi to P.
Moreover B − ∪ti=1Ei = B ∩ (U × P× · · · × P) = G, so π restrits to an
isomorphism of B − U ti=1Ei with U .
Lemma 1.4.3 If T is any projetive hange of oordinates of P2, with T (Pi) =
P ′i , and f
′
i : P − {P ′1, . . . , P ′t} → P are dened using the P ′i instead of the
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Pi, then there are unique projetive hanges of oordinates Ti of Psuh that
Ti◦fi = f ′i◦T . Thus it follows that if f ′ = (f ′1, . . . , f ′t), then (T1×· · ·×Tt)◦f =
f ′ ◦ T , and T × T1 × · · · × Tt maps G,B and Ei isomorphially onto the or-
responding G′, B′ and E ′i onstruted from f
′
.
Proof Suppose P1 = (0, 0, 1), P
′
1 = (a11, a12, 1), then T has the form
T = (aX + bY + a11Z, cX + dY + a12Z, eX + fY + Z). A diret veriation
shows that T1 = ((a−a11e)X+(b−a11f)Y, (c−a12e)X+(d−a12f)Y ) satises
T1 ◦ f1 = f ′1 ◦ T .
Now let ϕi the translation that arries P = (0, 0, 1) to Pi = (bi1, bi2, 1),
i.e. ϕi = (X + bi1Z, Y + bi2Z,Z). Then as before we nd Ti suh that
Ti ◦ fP = f ′i ◦ (T ◦ ϕi),
where fP is dened using P ; thus
Ti ◦ fP ◦ ϕ−1i = f ′i ◦ T.
But sine ϕ−1i = (X − bi1Z, Y − bi2Z,Z), it follows that fP ◦ ϕ−1i = fi, so Ti
is the sought hange of oordinates. 
Lemma 1.4.4 If Ti is a projetive hange of oordinates of P, then there is
a projetive hange of oordinates T of P2 suh that T (Pi) = Pi and fi ◦ T =
Ti ◦ fi.
Proof Suppose P1 = (0, 0, 1), T1 = (aX + bY, cX + dY ). A diret veri-
ation shows that T = (aX + bY, cX + dY, Z) satises f1 ◦ T = T1 ◦ f1. Then
we an onlude as in the previous lemma. 
We want to look π in a neighborhood of a point Q in some Ei; say i = 1.
By the previous two lemmas we may assume that P1 = (0, 0, 1), and that Q
orresponds to (λ, 1) ∈ P, λ ∈ C (possibly λ = 0).
Let ϕ3 : C
2 → U3 ⊂ P2 the morphism ϕ3(x, y) = (x, y, 1), V = U3 −
{P1, . . . , Pt} and W = ϕ−13 (V ). Let ψ : C2 → C2 dened by ψ(x, z) = (x, xz)
as in the ane ase, and let W ′ = ψ−1(W ).
Dene ϕ : W ′ → P2 × P× · · · × P by
ϕ(x, z) = (x, xz, 1)× (z, 1)× f2(x, xz, 1)× · · · × ft(x, xz, 1);
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then ϕ is a morphism, and π ◦ ϕ = ϕ3 ◦ ψ. Let
V ′ = ϕ(W ′) = B −
(⋃
i>1
Ei ∪ V (X3) ∪ V (Y12)
)
.
It is easy to see that V ′ is a neighborhood of Q on B.
Remark 1.4.5 B is the losure of G in P2 × · · · × P; then in partiular B
is a variety.
Proof Consider a losed set S in P2 × · · · × P whih ontains G: we
have that ϕ−1(S) is losed in W ′ and ontains ϕ−1(G) = W ′ − V (X). But
W ′−V (X) is dense in W ′ sine it is open in W ′, so ϕ−1(S) = W ′. Therefore
Q ∈ S, and by arbitrarity of Q in B −G, it follows that B ⊂ S. 
The morphism φ from P2 × P× · · · × P− V (X3Y12) to C2 dened by
φ(x1, x2, x3, y11, y12, . . . , yt1, yt2) =
(
x1
x3
,
y11
y12
)
when restrited to V ′, is the inverse morphism of ϕ.
Thus we have the following diagram:
−−−−−→ϕ≈−−−−−→ψ
−−−−−−→
−−−−−−→
−−−−−→ π
−−−−−→ϕ3≈
C2 ⊃ W ′ V ′ ⊂ B
C2 ⊃ W V ⊂ P2
This implies the following lemma:
Lemma 1.4.6 Loally, π : B → P2 looks just like the map ψ : C2 → C2 of
the ane ase.
Let now C be an irreduible ane urve in P2. Let C0 = C ∩ U , C ′0 =
π−1(C0) and let C ′ be the losure of C ′0 in B. Then π restrits to a birational
morphism f : C ′ → C whih is an isomorphism from C ′0 to C0. Previous
lemma say that loally f looks just like the orresponding ane map of the
ane ase.
Proposition 1.4.7 Let C be an irreduible projetive plane urve, and sup-
pose all the multiple points of C are ordinary. Then there exist a non-singular
projetive urve C ′ birational to C.
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Proof Suppose P1, . . . , Pt are the multiple points of C and apply the above
proess using these points (i.e. dene the ϕi and B by P1, . . . , Pt). We have
just seen that loally π looks like the morphism ψ(x, z) = (x, xz); hene,
sine eah Pi is an ordinary multiple point, Proposition(1.4.2) says us that
∀i π−1(Pi) is a nite set of non singular points. Therefore C ′ is non-singular.

To end the proof of Theorem(1.3.4) for plane urves we are left to prove
that any irreduible projetive plane urve an be hanged by one birational
to it and with only ordinary multiple points for singularities.
We will show this using quadrati transformations.
We all the points P = (0, 0, 1), P ′ = (0, 1, 0) and P ′′ = (1, 0, 0) of P2 the
fundamental points, and the lines L = V (Z), L′ = V (Y ) and L′′ = V (X) the
exeptional lines. Put U := P2 − V (XY Z).
Denition 1.4.8 (Standard Quadrati Transformation) Let Q : P2−{P, P ′, P ′′} → P2
be the morphism dened by
Q(x, y, z) = (yz, xz, xy).
This morphism is alled the standard quadrati transformation.
The image of Q is U ∪{P, P ′, P ′′}; moreover Q−1(P ) = L−{P ′, P ′′} (and
similarly for P ′ and P ′′).
For any point (x, y, z) ∈ U we haveQ(Q(x, y, z))) = (xzxy, yzxy, yzxz) =
(x, y, z). So Q maps U one-to-one onto itself, and Q = Q−1 on U . This means
that Q is an isomorphism of U with itself, and implies that Q is a birational
map of P2 with itself.
If C ⊂ P2 is an irreduible urve that is not an exeptional line, we have
that C ∩U is open in C and losed in U ; therefore Q−1(C ∩U) = Q(C ∩U)
is a losed urve in U . Moreover, if C ′ is the losure of Q−1(C ∩ U) in P2,
then Q restrits to a birational morphism from C ′ − {P, P ′, P ′′} to C.
Remark 1.4.9 Sine Q ◦ Q is the identity on U , it follows that (C ′)′ = C.
Let F ∈ C[X, Y, Z] be the equation of C, n = deg(F ).
Denition 1.4.10 (Algebrai Transformation) We dene the algebrai trans-
formation of F the equation FQ = F (Y Z,XZ,XY ).
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Note that FQ is a form of degree 2n.
Lemma 1.4.11 If mP (C) = r, then Z
r
is the largest power of Z dividing
FQ.
Proof Sine P ∈ C, dehomogenizing F at Z and sine mP (C) is the
minimum degree of the form that appear in the writing of dehomogenized of
F , it is easy to see that we an write F = Fr(X, Y )Z
n−r+ · · ·+Fn(X, Y ), Fi
a form of degree i, where r is the smallest integer suh that Fr 6≡ 0. Therefore
FQ = Fr(Y Z,XZ)(XY )n−r + · · ·+ Fn(Y Z,XZ)
= Zr(Fr(Y,X)(XY )
n−r + ZFr+1(Y,X)(XY )n−r−1 + · · ·+ Zn−rFn(Y,X)),
hene the result follows. 
Denition 1.4.12 (Proper Transformation) LetmP (C) = r,mP ′(C) = r
′, mP ′′(C) =
r′′. Then FQ = ZrY r
′
Xr
′′
F ′, where X, Y, Z do not divide F ′. We all F ′ the
proper transformation of F .
Lemma 1.4.13 In this situation the following statements hold:
(1) deg(F ′) = 2n−r−r′−r′′, (F ′)′ = F , F ′ is irreduible, and V (F ′) = C ′;
(2) mP (F
′) = n− r′ − r′′ and similarly for P ′ and P ′′.
Proof
(1) From (FQ)Q = (XY Z)nF , it follows that F ′ is irreduible, and (F ′)′ =
F . Sine V (F ′) ⊃ Q−1(C ∩ U), V (F ′) must be C ′.
(2) We an write
F ′ =
n−r∑
i=0
Fr+i(Y,X)X
n−r−r′′−iY n−r−r
′−iZ i
so the leading form of F ′ at (0, 0, 1) is Fn(Y,X)X−r
′′
Y −r
′
.

Denition 1.4.14 (Good Position) Let C be a urve in P2. We say that C
is in good position if no exeptional line is tangent to C at a fundamental
point.
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Lemma 1.4.15 If C is in good position, so is C ′.
Proof We know that L is tangent to C ′ at P ′ if and only if i(P ′, F ′∩Z) >
mP ′(C
′), i.e
i(P ′, Fr(Y,X)X
n−r−r′′Y n−r−r
′ ∩ Z) > n− r − r′′,
or i(P ′, Fr(Y,X) ∩ Z) > 0 or Fr(1, 0) = 0.
But if Y is not tangent to F at P , then Fr(1, 0) 6= 0. One reasons similarly
for the other ases. 
Lemma 1.4.16 If C is in a good position, and P1, . . . , Ps are the non-
fundamental points on C ′∩L, thenmPi(C ′) ≤ i(Pi, C ′∩L), and
∑r
i=1 i(Pi, C
′∩
Z) = r.
Proof As in the proof of Lemma(1.4.15), we have∑
i(Pi, F
′ ∩ Z) =
∑
i(Pi, Fr(Y,X) ∩ Z) = r. 
Denition 1.4.17 (Exellent Position) Let C be a urve in P2. We say that C
is in exellent position if C is in good position, L intersets C (transversally)
in n distint non-fundamental points, and L′ and L′′ interset C (transver-
sally) in n− r distint non-fundamental points.
Proposition 1.4.18 If C is in exellent position, then C ′ has the following
multiple points:
1) Those on C ′ ∩ U . They orrespond to multiple points on C ∩ U , the
orrespondene preserving multipliity and ordinary multiple points;
2) P, P ′ and P ′′ are ordinary multiple points on C ′ with multipliities
n, n− r and n− r respetively.
Moreover there are no non-fundamental points on C ′ ∩ L′ or on C ′ ∩ L′′.
Let P1, . . . , Ps be the non-fundamental points on C
′ ∩ L. Then mpi(C ′) ≤
i(Pi, C
′ ∩ L) and ∑ i(Pi, C ′ ∩ L) = r.
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Proof The last statement follows immediately by Lemma(1.4.16), while
part 2) follows by applying Lemma(1.4.16) to the urve C ′, whih is in good
position by Lemma(1.4.15), and (C ′)′ = C.
Finally, 1) follows from the fat that C ′ ∩ U and C ∩ U are isomorphi, and
from Theorem(1.3.29) and Lemma(1.3.38). 
For any irreduible projetive urve C ⊂ P2 of degree n, with multiple
points of multipliity rp = mp(C), we set
µ(C) =
(n− 1)(n− 2)
2
−
∑ rp(rp − 1)
2
.
Remark 1.4.19 This number is a non-negative integer (see [1℄ Chapter 5,
Theorem 2, page 117).
By a simple alulation (using (1) Lemma(1.4.13) and Proposition(1.4.18))
it follows that if C is in exellent position, then
µ(C ′) = µ(C)−
s∑
i=1
ri(ri − 1)
2
, (1.1)
where ri = mPi(C
′), and P1, . . . , Ps are the non-fundamental points on C ′∩L.
Now we abandon the notations for P, P ′, P ′′, L, L′ and L′′ using until here,
and generalize this proess for any point P .
Lemma 1.4.20 Let F be an irreduible urve of degree n in P2. Suppose
P ∈ P2, with mP (F ) = r ≥ 0. Then for all but a nite number of lines L
through P , L intersets F in n− r distint points other than P .
Proof We may assume P = (0, 1, 0). By a diret veriation it is im-
mediate to see that the lines trough P are only V (Z) or those of the form
Lλ = V (X − λZ) = {(λ, t, 1)|t ∈ C} ∪ {P}.
Moreover as in Lemma(1.4.11) we an write F = Ar(X,Z)Y
n−r + · · · +
An(X,Z), Ar 6≡ 0.
Let Gλ(t) = F (λ, t, 1); then the statement is equivalent to show that for all
but a nite number of λ, Gλ has n − r distint roots. But by a well-know
fat about roots of polynomials, it follows that Gλ has n − r distint roots
if Ar(λ, 1) 6= 0, and F ∩ FY ∩ Lλ = {P}. Clearly this onditions hold for all
but a nite set of λ ∈ C. 
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Denition 1.4.21 (Intersetion Cyle) Let F,G be projetive urves of de-
grees m,n respetively, with no ommon omponents. We dene the interse-
tion yle F ·G to be
F ·G =
∑
P∈P2
i(P, F ∩G)P.
Lemma 1.4.22 Let F an irreduible projetive plane urve, P a point of F .
Then there is a projetive hange of oordinates T suh that F T is in exellent
position, and T ((0, 0, 1)) = P .
Proof By the previous lemma there exist lines L,L′, L′′ suh that
L′ · C = rP + P ′r+1 + · · ·+ P ′n,
L′′ · C = rP + P ′′r+1 + · · ·+ P ′′n ,
and L · C = P1 + · · ·+ Pn,
with all these points distint.
Let T = (T1, T2, T3) be a generi hange of oordinates. Given two sets of
three points P1, P2, P3 and Q1, Q2, Q3, it easy to verify that the system
T (Pi) = Qi i = 1, 2, 3
where the variables are the Ti's oeients, an be solved. Thus, sine the
lines L,L′, L′′ intersets in three distint points, the hange of oordinates
obtained this way is suh that LT = Z,L′T = Y and L′′T = X. 
Denition 1.4.23 (Quadrati Transformation) Let T be a projetive hange
of oordinates; then Q ◦ T is alled a quadrati transformation, and (F T )Q
is alled a quadrati transformation of F . If F T is in exellent position and
T (0, 0, 1) = P , we say that the quadrati transformation is entered at P .
Now we are ready to prove the following theorem whih onludes the
proof of Theorem(1.3.4) for plane urves.
Theorem 1.4.24 By a nite sequene of quadrati transformations, any ir-
reduible projetive urve may be transformed into a urve with only ordinary
multiple points for singularities.
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Proof Suppose that the given urve has N non-ordinary multiple points,
and take suessive quadrati transformations, entering eah one at one of
these points.
By Proposition(1.4.18) and relation (1.1) we have that at eah step either
C ′ has one non-ordinary multiple point less than C, or µ(C ′) = µ(C) −∑ ri(ri−1)
2
< µ(C). Thus we reah the desired urve into at most N + µ(C)
steps. 
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Chapter 2
Varieties of Group
Representations
Aim of this hapter is to introdue a geometrially objet assoiate to a
nitely generate group and to show some basi proprieties. This objet, alled
the spae of haraters, will is a losed algebrai set in CN (for a suitable
N). Really rst we will introdue another losed algebrai set: the spae of
representations; this spae will is in bijetion with the set of all haraters
of a nitely generate group in SL(2,C). Subsequently we will onsider those
representation up to a suitable relation linked with the haraters of the
representations (whene the name of the spae); so we will obtain the required
spae.
Here we will use the results seen in the rs hapter. In fat during the
onstrution of this spae, and in partiular to prove that the spae of har-
aters is eetively a lose algebrai set, we will need of the existene of
the smooth model of projetive urves (Theorem(1.3.4)) and the fat that
any rational map between a smooth urve to a projetive variety is regular
(Proposition(1.2.1)).
A relevant mathematial interest have the spae of haraters when asso-
iate to fundamental group of topologial spaes. In the next hapter we will
show some examples illustrating the tehniques for omputing this spaes in
some partiular ases.
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2.1 The Spae of Representations
We start reall the general denition of group representation.
Denition 2.1.1 (Group Representation) Let G be a group and let V be a
vetor spae over a eld K. Then a representation of G is a group homomor-
phism
ρ : G −→ GL(V )
suh that ∀g1, g2 ∈ G ρ(g1 · g2) = ρ(g1)ρ(g2).
If G and V are also topologial, then we say that a representation of G on V
is ontinuous if the map
φ : G× V −−−→ V
(g, v) −−−→ ρ(g)v
is ontinuous.
Put kerρ = {g ∈ G|ρ(g) = Id}; then ρ is faithful if ker(ρ) = {e}, i.e. if ρ
is injetive.
Let V,W be two vetor spaes (not neessarily distint) then we say that two
representations
ρ1 : G −→ GL(V )
ρ2 : G −→ GL(W )
are equivalent (or isomorphi) if ∃ α : V → W isomorphism of vetor spaes
suh that ∀g ∈ G we have
α ◦ ρ1(g) ◦ α−1 = ρ2(g). (2.1)
Equivalently, if it exists an isomorphism J : GL(V )→ GL(W ) suh that
ρ2 = Jρ1. (2.2)
Now we fous our attention on the ase in whih the group is nitely
generated and, if we denote this group by Π, the representation has values
in SL(2,C); i.e.:
ρ : Π −→ SL(2,C).
In this situation we say harater of a representation ρ the funtion χρ : Π→ C
dened by
χρ(g) = tr(ρ(g));
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obviously, equivalent representations have the same harater.
Fix a set of generators g1, . . . , gn for Π; we dene a setR(Π) ⊂ SL(2,C)n ⊂ C4n
R(Π) = {(ρ(g1), . . . , ρ(gn))|ρ representation of Π}.
Proposition 2.1.2 R(Π) is an ane algebrai set in C4n.
Proof Let Π be generated by n elements whih satisfy a ertain number
of relations (also innity); so the equations that dene R(Π) are given by
the images of this relations by ρ's, and then may be innitely many. But, if
we onsider the ideal given by them, we an replae them by a nite number
thanks to Hilbert basis theorem. 
It is immediate to see that there is a 1-1 orrespondene between the
points of R(Π) and the representations of Π in SL(2,C), and we shall iden-
tify points with the orresponding representation and refer to R(Π) as the
spae of representations of Π in SL(2,C).
Note that if we have two sets of generators for Π we an onstrut an iso-
morphism between the orresponding "spaes of representations". Indeed,
let g1, . . . , gn and h1, . . . , hm be the two sets of generators and suppose that
hi =
∏
g
eji
ji
where ji ∈ {1, · · · , n} and eji = ±1. We use the following nota-
tion:
R(g)(Π) = {(ρ(g1), . . . , ρ(gn))|ρ representation of Π} ⊂ C4n
R(h)(Π) = {(ρ(h1), . . . , ρ(hm))|ρ representation of Π} ⊂ C4m.
Let now (ρ(g1), . . . , ρ(gn)) be a point of R(g)(Π); we assoiate to it the point
(φ(h1), . . . , φ(hm)) of R(h)(Π), where φ is the representation dened by
φ(hi) =
∏
ρ(g
eji
ji
).
This assoiation gives rise to an isomorphism between R(g)(Π) and R(h)(Π).
1
Thus R(Π) is well-dened up to anonial isomorphism.
Proposition 2.1.3 Let V be an irreduible omponent of R(Π). Then any
representation equivalent to a representation in V must itself belong to V .
Proof The set V × SL(2,C) ⊂ SL(2,C)n+1 is an ane variety2 beause
produt of two ane varieties. The map
f : V × SL(2,C) −−−→ R(Π)
(x1, . . . , xn, α) −−−→ (αx1α−1, . . . , αxnα−1)
1
The inverse of φ given by the same onstrution writing the gj as funtion of hi.
2
In this hapter a variety is always irreduible.
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is a regular map sine it is dened by polynomials in the oordinates. The
set f(V × SL(2,C)) ⊂ R(Π) is a variety sine is the losure of the image
of a variety under a regular map. Hene f(V × SL(2,C)) is ontained in a
omponent V ′ of R(Π). But V = V ′ beause V is a full omponent of R(Π)
and V = f(V × {1}) ⊂ V ′. Thus atually f(V × SL(2,C)) ⊂ V , and so we
are done. 
Denition 2.1.4 (Irreduible and Absolutely Irreduible Representation) A rep-
resentation ρ of Π in GL(n, F ), where F is a eld, is irreduible if the only
subspaes of F n whih are invariant under ρ(Π) are {0} and F n. Moreover
we say that ρ is absolutely irreduible if it is irreduible when regarded as a
representation of Π in Kn, where K is the algebrai losure at F .
We give a haraterization for a representation of Π in SL(2, K) with K
algebraily losed eld of harateristi zero.
Lemma 2.1.5 Let F be a eld of harateristi zero and ρ be a representa-
tion of Π in SL(2, F ) with non-abelian image. Then following are equivalent:
(i) ρ is reduible;
(ii) ρ is reduible over the algebrai losure of F ;
(iii) χρ(c) = 2 for eah c of the ommutator of Π.
Proof Obviously (i) implies (ii).
Suppose that ρ is reduible over the algebrai losure K of F . This means
that ρ(Π) over K has an eigenspae (hene an eigenvalue)and then that
is equivalent over K to a representation by upper triangular matries. By
a diret heking it follows that the ommutator of two upper triangular
matries is upper triangular with diagonal elements equal to 1. So χρ(c) = 2
for c ∈ [Π,Π]; thus (ii) implies (iii).
To prove that (iii) implies (i) is enough to show that if χρ(c) = 2 for all
c ∈ [Π,Π] then ρ([Π,Π]) has a unique 1-dimensional invariant subspae L.
Indeed , sine ρ([Π,Π]) is normal in ρ(Π) (beause so is Π in [Π,Π]), L will
automatially be invariant under ρ,3 i.e. ρ will be reduible.
Here we use the hypothesis that ρ(Π) is non-abelian. By this we an nd
c ∈ [Π,Π] suh that ρ(c) 6= 1. Sine ρ(c) is represented by a square matrix of
order 2, its harateristi polynomial has the form t2−tr(ρ(c))t+detρ(c) = 0,
3
By normality, for all g ∈ [Π,Π] and for all h ∈ Π it holds that ρ(h−1)ρ(g)ρ(h) ∈
ρ([Π,Π]), so ρ(h−1)ρ(g)ρ(h)L = L, i.e. ρ(g)ρ(h)L = ρ(h)L. But sine L is the unique
1-dimensional invariant subsape of ρ([Π,Π]), it follows that ρ(h)L = L.
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and sine we work in SL(2, F ) and by hypothesis (iii) χρ = 2, it follows that
it assume the form t2 − 2t+ 1 = 0; this equation has only one solution, then
ρ(c) has a unique 1-dimensional invariant subspae L. Now suppose that for
some c′ ∈ [Π,Π], L is not invariant under ρ(c′). Then ρ(c′) 6= 1, and ρ(c′) has
a 1-dimensional invariant subspae L′ 6= L. Again by a diret heking it is
easy to see that ∀c ∈ [Π,Π] tr(ρ(c)) = 2, so after replaing ρ by an equivalent
representation we an assume that
ρ(c) =
(
1 α
0 1
)
ρ(c′) =
(
1 0
β 1
)
(2.3)
where αβ 6= 0 sine ρ(c) and ρ(c′) are 6= 1. But then trρ(cc′) = 2 + αβ 6= 2:
ontradition. 
Corollary 2.1.6 If K is an algebraially losed eld of harateristi zero
then a representation ρ of Π in SL(2, K) is reduible if and only if χρ(c) = 2
for eah element c of the ommutator subgroup of Π.
Proof Sine K is algebraially losed, if ρ(Π) is abelian then ρ(Π) has a
1-dimensional invariant subspae. If ρ(Π) is non-abelian then we an use the
above Lemma. 
2.2 Curves of Representation
In the Chapter 1, we have seen (Theorem (1.3.4)) that for eah algebrai
urve C there exists a non-singular projetive urve C˜ whose funtion eld
is isomorphi to that of C, and (Proposition 1.1.8 (ii)) that this is unique
up to birational equivalene. Moreover Proposition 1.1.8 (i) assure us that
any rational map from a smooth urve to a projetive variety is regular. So,
putting together this fats, it follows that if C and D are ane urves, any
rational map f : C → D determines a regular map
f˜ : C˜ → D˜
and similarly, if V denote the losure in PN of an ane variety V ⊂ CN , any
rational map f : C → V determines a regular map
f̂ : C˜ → V .
Denition 2.2.1 (Ideal Points) With the above notations, if C is any proje-
tive ompletion of C, then the ideal points of C˜ are the points that orrespond
to the elements of C −C under the birational orrespondene between C˜ and
C.
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Remark 2.2.2 The denition of the set of ideal points of C˜ does not depend
on the hoie of projetive ompletion C.
Proof It's enough to observe that if f : D → C is any regular map be-
tween ane urves then the inverse image under f˜ : D˜ → C˜ of eah ideal
point on C onsist of ideal points of D˜. Applying this argument taking as
D˜ a desingularization of C obtained from another projetive ompletion, the
remark follows. 
We also note that if f : C → C is a regular funtion then f˜ : C˜ → P1
will be a regular funtion whose poles are ontained in the set of ideal points
of C˜.
Suppose now that C is an ane urve ontained in R(Π). We want to
show how to onstrut a anonial representation P of Π in SL(2, F ), where
F is the eld of funtions on the urve C˜.4
Let g ∈ Π be a given element. A point ρ ∈ C is in partiular a repre-
sentation of Π in SL(2,C). Dene omplex-value funtion a, b, c, d : C → C
by setting
ρ(g) =
(
a(ρ) b(ρ)
c(ρ) d(ρ)
)
, for ρ ∈ C.
They are learly given by polynomials in the ambient oordinates of C4n ⊃
R(Π), and are therefore regular funtions. We now set
P (g) =
(
a˜ b˜
c˜ d˜
)
∈ SL(2, F ).
Lemma 2.2.3 If the urve C ontains an irreduible representation, then P
is absolutely irreduible.
Proof Let K be the algebrai losure of F . By absurd, suppose P re-
duible over K; then by Lemma 2.1.5 tr(P (c)) = 2 for eah c ∈ [Π,Π]. By
we have onstrut P it follows that the funtion tr(P (c)) ∈ F is f˜c, where
fc(ρ) =tr(ρ(c)). But the element 2 of F is the onstant funtion whose value
is 2. Thus tr(ρ(c)) = 2 for eah c ∈ [Π,Π] and eah ρ ∈ C. But by Corollary
2.1.6 this means that eah of suh representation is reduible. 
4
Even if F is isomorphi to the eld of funtion on C, it is muh more onvenient to
work with the eld of funtion on a smooth variety.
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2.3 The Spae of Charaters
We have dened the spae of representations and we have seen that this is
an ane algebrai set. We want to onsider the representations up to a suit-
able equivalene relation. The rst idea that ome in mind is to onsider the
representations up to the equivalene given by (2.1) or (2.2). But this hose
is not very onvenient. The problem is that the quotient topology obtained
in this way is not an Hausdor topology.
Indeed, onsider in the spae of representations the elements
(
1 0
0 1
)
and(
1 ε
0 1
)
, where ε ∈ C. If ε 6= 0 the two representations are learly not equiv-
alent; on the other hand, all the representations of the form
(
1 ε
0 1
)
, with
ε 6= 0, are equivalent. Moreover for any open neighborhood U of
(
1 0
0 1
)
we may hoose ε small enough suh that
(
1 ε
0 1
)
∈ U . This means that the
quotient topology is non T1; hene in partiular it is not Hausdor.
Sine we are really interested to onsider not all the representations but
a quotient spae, we have to nd another equivalent relation that makes the
quotient spae an Hausdor spae; moreover we want the spae obtained this
way to be a losed algebrai set.
We will obtain these results dening the relation on the spae of repre-
sentations using the haraters.
For eah g ∈ Π dene a regular funtion
τg : R(Π)→ C
by τg(ρ) =trρ(g) = χρ(g). Let T be denote the ring generated by all the
funtions τg, g ∈ Π. The importane of this set is in the following non-obvious
result.
Proposition 2.3.1 The ring T is nitely generated.
Proof If we denote by T0 the ring generated by all funtions τgi1 ...gir ,
where i1, . . . , ir are distint positive integers ≤ n, to prove the proposition it
is enough to show that τg ∈ T0 for every g ∈ Π.
The Cayley-Hamilton theorem say that if A is a matrix that represents a
linear transformation and I is the orresponding identity, then it holds
(−1)nAn + (−1)n−1tr(A)An−1 + · · ·+ det(A)I = 0.
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In our ase (A ∈ SL(2,C)) it beomes A2−tr(A)A+ I = 0, i.e. tr(A)I = A+
A−1. By this it follows that for all x, y ∈ SL(2,C), omputing tr(x)tr(y)+tr(y)tr(x)
2
,
the following identity holds:
tr(x)tr(y) = tr(xy) + tr(xy−1). (2.4)
We proeed in two steps: Step I ) g is in the form gm1i1 ·· · ··gmrir , where i1, . . . , ir
are distint positive integers between 1 and n and m1, . . . , mr ∈ Z. We use
indution on the integer ν =
∑r
j=1Kj, where
Kj =
{
mj − 1 if mj > 0;
−mj if mj ≤ 0.
If ν = 0 then all the mi are 0 or 1, and so τg ∈ T0 by denition. If ν > 0 then
we an assume mr 6= 0 (if not, we an replae it by a onjugate element for
whih ν has the same value). We look at the ase mr < 0 (similar argument
work in the ase mr > 0): by (2.4) we have τg = τggir τg−1ir
− τgg2ir ,where
τggir , τgg2ir ∈ T0 by the indution hypothesis and τg−1ir = τgir ∈ T0 by denition;
hene Tg ∈ T0.
Step II ) g ∈ Π arbitrary; ertainly we an write g in the form gm1i1 · · · · · gmrir ,
where now i1, . . . , ir are not neessarily distint. We use the indution on r.
If i1, . . . , ir are all distint we are in the above ase. Then we an assume
that ir = is for some s < r (if not we an again replae it by a onjugate
element for whih ν has the same value). Set
V = gm1i1 · · · · · gmsis W = gms+1is+1 , . . . , gmrir (2.5)
Then by (2.4) we have τg = τVW = τV τW − τVW−1 ∈ T0 by the indution
hypothesis, and so τg ∈ T0. 
Fix a nite set γ1, . . . , γm of elements on Π suh that τγ1 , . . . , τγm generate
T and dene a map
t : R(Π) −→ Cm (2.6)
by t(ρ) = (τγ1(ρ), . . . , τγm(ρ)). Set
χ(Π) = t(R(Π)). (2.7)
It is easy to see that there is a natural 1-1 orrespondene between the points
of χ(Π) and the haraters of representations of Π in SL(2,C). Indeed it is
lear that, sine τγ1 , . . . , τγm generate T , the harater of eah representation
ρ is determined by t(ρ).
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Lemma 2.3.2 The set of reduible representations of Π has the form t−1(V )
for some algebrai set V in Cm.
Proof By Corollary(2.1.6), the reduible representations are the points
of R(Π) at whih τc takes the value 2 for eah c ∈ [Π,Π]. But sine T is
generated by τγ1 , . . . , τγm , it must exists an integer polynomial funtion fc in
m variables that explains the dependene of τc to τγ1 , . . . , τγm , suh that τc
has the form fc◦t. Again as in proof of Proposition(2.1.2) we have a priori an
innite number of fc, but by Hilbert basis theorem we an redue to a nite
number of them, whih zeros form a losed algebrai set V in Cm, whene
the lemma. 
We want to prove a diult proposition that is a key point to prove that
χ(Π) ⊂ Cm is atually a losed algebrai set. First we need of the following
algebrai lemma.
Lemma 2.3.3 Let A a be a prinipal ideal domain and let F denote the eld
of frations of A. Let P be an absolutely irreduible representation of a group
Π in GL(n, F ). If χP (Π) ⊂ A then P is equivalent to a representation whose
image is ontained in GL(n,A).
In the following subsetion we will fae some results about non-ommutative
algebra with the goal to prove Shur's lemma and a Wedderburn's theorem
useful for the above lemma.
2.3.1 Shur's Lemma and Wedderburn's Theorem
We reall some onepts and notations.
A ategory A onsists of objets, that we denote simply as elements A of A,
and a set of morphisms A(A,B), ∀A,B ∈ A; the omposition
A(B,C)×A(A,B) −→ A(A,C)
is dened and must be assoiative. Moreover there are identities 1A ∈ A(A,A)
with the usual properties.
Given two objet A and B of A, we say that A is equivalent to B, and we
will write A ≃ B, if there exist α in A(A,B) and β in A(B,A) suh that
αβ = 1B and βα = 1A.
A funtor T : A → B onsists of a map on objets, A → TA, and maps on
morphisms
TA,B : A(A,B) −→ B(TA, TB)
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whih preserve omposition and identities. A funtor T is alled faithful if
TA,B is injetive; while T is alled full if TA,B is surjetive.
The funtors from A to B are themselves the objets of a ategory denoted
by BA whose morphisms are alled natural transformations.
A funtor T : A → B is an isomorphism if there is a funtor S : B → A suh
that TS = 1B and ST = 1A.5 If S satises the weaker ondition TS ≃ 1B
and ST ≃ 1A then we say that T is an equivalene.
Let A be a ring. We write mod-A (resp. A-mod) for the ategory of right
(resp. left) A-modules and A-linear maps.
Let A be a ring. We denote by A◦ the opposite ring of A, i.e. the ring whose
elements are in one-to-one orrespondene with those of A (and we will de-
note a◦ ∈ A◦ the element orresponding to a ∈ A) and with multipliation
dened by
a◦ · b◦ = (ba)◦ ∀a, b ∈ A.
Clearly there is a anonial isomorphism between A-mod and mod-A◦.
Denition 2.3.4 (Finitely Generated and Projetive Module) Let A be a ring
and let P ∈ mod-A. P is nitely generated and projetive if P is a diret
summand of A(n) (where A(n) = ⊕ni=1A), for some n ≥ 0. If instead there are
only homomorphisms P
e−−−→ A(I) h−−−→ P suh that he = 1P , where I is
an innite set and A(I) denotes the diret sum ⊕i∈IA, then we say simply
that P is projetive.
Denition 2.3.5 (Generator of Mod-A) Let A be a nitely generated ring
and let P ∈ mod-A. P is a generator of mod-A if A is a diret summand of
P (n) for some n ≥ 0. In the general ase (A is a simple ring) we ask that
there exist homomorphism A
e−−−→ P (I) h−−−→ A suh that he = 1A.
Denition 2.3.6 (Faithfully Projetive Module) Let A be a ring and let P ∈
mod-A. P is faithfully projetive if P is a nitely generated projetive gener-
ator of mod-A.
Let R be a ommutative ring. A R-algebra is a ring A and a homomor-
phism R→ A whose image lies in the enter of A. Let A and B be R-algebras
and write A-mod-B for the ategory of left A-, right B- bimodules M , and
5
Let A be a ategory. The funtor 1A is the funtor from A to A that assoiates to
eah objet and eah morphism between objets themselves.
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their homomorphisms. For the ompatibility of the two strutures we ask
that
(ax)b = a(xb) ∀ a ∈ A, x ∈M, b ∈ B.
Denition 2.3.7 (Pre-Equivalene and Equivalene Data) A set of pre-equivalene
data (A,B, P,Q, f, g) onsists of R-algebras A and B, bimodules APB and
BQA, and bimodule homomorphisms
f : P ⊗B Q −→ A
g : Q⊗A P −→ B
whih are "assoiative" in the following sense: writing f(p ⊗ q) = pq and
g(q ⊗ p) = qp, we require
(i) (pq)p'=p(qp')
(ii) (qp)q'=q(pq')
for all p, p′ ∈ P , q, q′ ∈ Q. If f and g are isomorphisms then we say that
(A,B, P,Q, f, g) is a set of equivalene data.
Lemma 2.3.8 Condition (ii) in the denition of pre-equivalene data follows
from the other onditions whenever d ∈ Q and dp′ = 0 for all p′ ∈ P implies
that d = 0.
Proof Given q, q′ ∈ Q and p ∈ P we must show that (qp)q′ = q(pq′). But,
for any p′ ∈ P we have
((qp)q′)p′ = (qp)(q′p′) (2.8)
= q(p(q′p′)) (2.9)
= q((pq′)p′) (2.10)
= (q(pq′))p′, (2.11)
where (2.8) follows sine g is left B-linear, (2.9) sine g is right B-linear,
(2.10) from ondition (i) of denition of pre-equivalene data, and (2.11) by
denition of tensor produt on A. Hene, if d = (qp)q′ − q(pq′), then using
ondition (i), dp′ = 0 for all p′ ∈ P , so d = 0, by hypothesis. 
Theorem 2.3.9 Let (A,B, P,Q, f, g) be a set of pre-equivalene data, and
assume that f is surjetive. Then
(1) f is an isomorphism;
(2) P and Q are generators as A-modules;
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(3) P and Q are nitely generated and projetive as B-modules;
(4) g indues bimodule isomorphisms
P ≃ HomB(Q,B) and Q ∼= HomB(P,B);
(5) the R-algebra homomorphisms
EndB(P ) ←−−− A −−−→ EndB(Q)◦
indued by the bimodule strutures, are isomorphisms.
Proof The hypothesis on f implies that
1 =
∑
i∈I
piqi ∈ A (2.12)
(1) Suppose
∑
j p
′
j ⊗ q′j ∈Kerf . Then using (2.12) we have∑
j
p′j ⊗ q′j =
∑
j,i
(p′j ⊗ q′j)piqi =
∑
j,i
p′j ⊗ ((q′jpi)qi) =
∑
j,i
(p′j(q
′
jpi))⊗ qi
∑
j,i
(p′jq
′
j)(pi ⊗ qi) =
(∑
j
p′jq
′
j
)(∑
i
pi ⊗ qi
)
= 0,
sine
∑
j p
′
jq
′
j = 0.
(2) The linear funtionals hi : P → A by hi(p) = pqi dene h : P (I) → A,
and (2.12) implies that h is surjetive; moreover we have also the injetive
morphism e : A→ P (I) dened by e(eA) = (p1, p2, . . . ) (where eA is the iden-
tity of A) and he = 1A: so P generates A-mod. The same argument works
for Q.
(3) Dene e : P → B(I) by e(p) = (qip) and h : B(I) → P by h(bi) =∑
pibi. Then he(p) =
∑
pi(qip) = (
∑
piqi)p = p. Thus P is nitely gener-
ated and projetive. Similarly for Q.
(4) Note that g indues a bimodule homomorphism h : P →HomB(Q,B)
by h(p)(q) = qp. If h(p) = 0 then p =
∑
(piqi)p =
∑
pi(qip) =
∑
0 = 0, so h
is injetive. As for surjetivity let f : Q→ B be given. Then
f(q) = f
(∑
q(piqi)
)
= f
(∑
(qpi)qi
)
=
∑
(qpi)f(qi) =
∑
q(pif(qi)) = h(p)(q),
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where p =
∑
pif(qi). Similarly Q ≃HomB(P,B).
(5) Let h : A →EndB(P ) be the map dened by h(a)(p) = ap. It is
enough to show that h is an isomorphism. If h(a) = 0 then by (2.12) a =∑
a(piqi) =
∑
(api)qi = 0, so h is injetive. For surjetivity let f : P → P
be given. Then
f(p) = f
(∑
(piqi)p
)
= f
(∑
pi(qip)
)
=
∑
f(pi)(qip) =
∑
(f(pi)qi)p = h(a)(p),
where a =
∑
f(pi)qi. Similarly the map A →EndB(Q)◦ is an isomorphism.

Theorem 2.3.10 Let (A,B, P,Q, f, g) be a set of equivalent data. Then
(1) P and Q are eah faithfully projetive both as A-modules and as B-
modules;
(2) f and g indue bimodule isomorphisms of P and Q with eah other's
duals with respet to A and with respet to B;
(3) the R-algebra homomorphism
EndB(P ) ←−−− A −−−→ EndB(Q)◦
and
EndA(P )
◦ ←−−− B −−−→ EndA(Q)
indued by the bimodule struture on P and Q, are isomorphism;
(4) The funtor T =HomA(P, ·) ≃ Q ⊗A · : A-mod→ B-mod is an equiva-
lene of ategories.
Proof Sine now f and g are isomorphism (and hene in partiular are
surjetive) it follows immediately that (1), (2) and (3) follow from (2),(3),(4)
and (5) of Theorem(2.3.9).
As for (4) note rst of all that T := Q ⊗A · : A-Mod→ B-Mod is an equiv-
alene of ategories sine if we onsider S := P ⊗B · : B-Mod→ A-Mod we
have that TS = P ⊗B (Q⊗A ·) = (P ⊗B Q)⊗A ·, and P ⊗B Q is isomorphi
to A by f (we reall that in an equivalene date f and g are isomorphisms).
Similarly for ST .
We are left to show that HomA(P, ·) is isomorphi to (Q⊗A ·). LetM,N ∈
A-mod: we an dene
hN : HomA(N,A)⊗A M −→ HomA(N,M)
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by hN(f ⊗ x)(n) = xf(n). This is a natural transformation and hA is learly
an isomorphism. Therefore, by additivity, hN is an isomorphism ifN is nitely
generated and projetive: by virtue of (2) P satisfy these onditions. Finally
by (3) it follows that HomA(P,A) ≃ Q, and therefore that T =HomA(P, ·)
and Q⊗A · are isomorphi funtors. 
Now we want to onstrut a set of equivalene data starting from a mod-
ule.
More preisely we start from an R-algebra B and a right B-module P . Set
A = EndB(P ) and Q = HomB(P,B).
Then A is a R-algebra and P is a left A⊗R B◦-module. Moreover Q is a left
B ⊗R A◦-module with ation
(bq)(p) := b · (qp) ∀b ∈ B, q ∈ Q, p ∈ P
and
(qa)(p) := q · (ap) ∀q ∈ Q, a ∈ A, p ∈ P.
Next we dene bimodule homomorphisms
fP : P ⊗B Q −→ A and gP : Q⊗A P −→ B. (2.13)
The map gP is the "evaluation" gP (q⊗p) = qp. Instead the map fP (p⊗ q) =
pq ∈ A is dened by
(pq)p′ = p(qp′) ∀p′ ∈ P.
Proposition 2.3.11 Let B be a R-algebra and let P be a right B-module.
Let fP and gP be the homomorphisms (2.13). Then(
A = EndB(P ), B, P,Q = HomB(P,B), fP , gP
)
(2.14)
is a set of pre-equivalent data.
Proof The ondition (i) of denition of pre-equivalent data holds by on-
strution, while the ondition (ii) follows from Lemma(2.3.8) sine being gP
the "evaluation", if d ∈ HomB(P,Q) and d(p′) = 0 for all p′ ∈ P , then learly
d is the zero endomorphism. 
We want to show that under additional hypotheses the set (2.14) forms
a set of equivalent data. First we need the following lemma:
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Lemma 2.3.12 A right B-module P is projetive if and only if there exist
families pi ∈ P and qi ∈ Q =HomB(P,B) (i ∈ I) suh that, given p ∈ P :
(i) qip = 0 for all but a nite number of i;
(ii)
∑
pi(qip) = p.
The families (pi) whih arise in this way are preisely the generating sets
in P .
Proof By denition P is projetive if there exists homomorphisms
P
e−−−→ B(I) h−−−→ P
suh that he = 1P ; let e = (qi) and h = (pi) be the extensive form of e and
h: the rst assertion just rewrites the equation he = 1P .
When P is projetive the h's whih an our here are preisely the epimor-
phisms, whene the seond assertion. 
Proposition 2.3.13 In the notation of Proposition(2.3.11) the following
impliations hold:
(a) fP is surjetive if and only if P is a nitely generated projetive B-
module, in whih ase fP is an isomorphism;
(b) gP is surjetive if and only if P is a generator of mod-B, in whih ase
gP is an isomorphism;
() (2.14) is a set of equivalent data if and only if P is a faithfully projetive
B-module.
Proof By Proposition(2.3.11) we know that (2.14) is a set of pre-equivalent
data. So if fP is surjetive we have that by (3) of Theorem(2.3.9) P is a
nitely generated projetive B-module; moreover from (1) of the same theo-
rem it follows that in this ase fP is also an isomorphism. Supposing that to
be surjetive in Theorem(2.3.9) is gP we have that by point (2) that P is a
generator of mod-B and, as before, in this ase gP is an isomorphism.
If P is a generator then there is an epimorphism (qi)i∈I : P (I) → B, so
Im(gP ) ⊃
∑
qiP = B, and gP is surjetive.
The remaining impliation in part (a) follows easly from Lemma(2.3.12).
Indeed, given an element α of EndB(P ), it is determined by the value of
α(e) = p¯, where e is a unit of P . We want to nd two elements, p ∈ P and
q ∈ Q suh that fP (p⊗ q) = α; i.e. p(qe) = p¯. But sine the family (pi)i∈I is
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the generating set in P and P is nitely generated by hypothesis (so I is a
nite set), we have
p =
∑
i
piβi p¯ =
∑
i
pibi
where bi, βi ∈ B and p is the generi element of P that we are nding. Then(∑
i
piβi
)
(qe) =
∑
i
pibi,
i.e.
∑
i
piβi(qe) =
∑
i
pibi.
So it ie enough to take a generi q 6= 0, and p given by βi suh that βi(qe) = bi,
i.e. βi = bi(qe)
−1
.
Finally is lear that () follows by denition from (a) and (b). 
Now we are ready to prove two main theorems of this subsetion. To do
this we need the following denition.
Denition 2.3.14 (Simple and Semi-simple Module) Let A be a ring. We
all M ∈ mod-A simple if it has preisely two submodules (0 and M), and we
all M semi-simple if it is a diret sum of simple modules.
Remark 2.3.15 A sum of simple modules is semi-simple. A submodule of a
semi-simple module is a diret summand, and therefore is also semi-simple.
Lemma 2.3.16 (Shur's Lemma) A non zero homomorphism between simple
modules is an isomorphism.
Proof Let f : S → T where S and T are simple modules and f 6= 0. Then
Im(f) 6= 0 so Im(f) = T . Moreover Ker(f) 6= S so Ker(f) = 0. 
Denition 2.3.17 (Division Ring) A division ring is a ring R (with 0 6= 1)
where every non-zero element has a multipliative inverse (i.e. ∀a ∈ R ∃x ∈
R suh that ax = xa = 1).6
6
Note that division rings dier from elds only for the fat that their multipliations
are not neessary ommutative.
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Theorem 2.3.18 (Wedderburn's Theorem) Let B be a ring and suppose there
is a simple generator P of mod-B. Then P is a faithfully projetive right B-
module, and
(1) A =EndB(P ) is a division ring;
(2) P is a left A-module and B =EndA(P )
◦
.
Proof First of all note that every module is a quotient of a free module.
7
Indeed let M be a B-module generated by (xi)i∈I , then the map
φ : B(I) −→M
dened by φ(b1, b2, . . . ) =
∑
bixi is a B-module homomorphism ontoM , and
therefore M ∼= (⊕iB)/Kerφ.
In our ase, sine mod-B has a simple generator then every module is semi-
simple. Indeed B is a diret summand of P (n) and hene is semi-simple by
Remark(2.3.15), so by the same remark, also its quotients are.
Moreover, from this it follows that all B-modules are projetive, sine we an
easily write the two homomorphisms of the denition: let M be a B-module,
then
M = ⊕Nj e−−−→ B(I) h−−−→ ⊕Nj
where eah Nj is simple and then generated by a single element (sine eah
generator gives rise to a submodule) and let yj be this generator. If an A-
module M = Ax = (x) (where A is a generi ring) is faithful (i.e. if its
annihilator Ann(M) = {a ∈ A|aM = 0} is equals to 0) then every element
m ∈M has a uniquely writing of the form m = ax.8 Then in this ase
e(n1, n2, · · · · · · ) = (b1, b2 · · · · · · )
where ni = yjbi, and
h(b1, b2, · · · · · · ) = (y1b1, y2b2 · · · · · · ),
and learly he = 1M .
In the general ase onsider an element z ∈ b non-zero, where b is the annihi-
lator of B: sine 1 6∈ b we have that the element 1− z is neither 0 nor 1. Let
d = (1−z) be the ideal of B generated by 1−z. Sine learly z+(1−z) = 1 it
7
A free A-module (where A is a ring) is a module whih is isomorphi to an A-module
of the form ⊕iMi where eah Mi is isomorphi (as A-module) to A.
8
Indeed, if there is another writing of the form m = a1x with a1 6= a, we have 0 =
m −m = ax − a1x = (a − a1)x and then (a − a1)M = 0 sine x generates M ; but this
means that a− a1 ∈Ann(M) and sine a− a1 6= 0, this ontradits the faithfullity .
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follows that b and d are oprime, i.e. b+d = (1). Thus every element m ∈M
has a writing of the form m = ax = b¯x + d¯x = d¯x, where the d¯ is unique.
Then in this ase, if we write Ni = a
(i) + b(i) (where a(i) is the annihilator of
Ni), we an dene
e(n1, n2, · · · · · · ) = (b1, b2 · · · · · · )
where ni = yjbi, and
h(b1, b2, · · · · · · ) = (y1b1, y2b2 · · · · · · ),
and learly he = 1M .
Finally we note that P is nitely generated (sine simple) and then by
denition this means that P is faithfully projetive, so Proposition(2.3.13)
says that P gives rise to a set of equivalene data:(
A = EndB(P ), B, P,Q = HomB(P,B), fP , gP
)
.
Now the ondition (1) of theorem follows immediately from (3) of Theorem(2.3.10)
and Shur's Lemma; while the ondition (2) simply from (3) of Theorem(2.3.10).

Now we ome bak to our goal: proving Lemma(2.3.3). First we will use
the tools introdued in the preeding subsetion to prove the following lemma.
Lemma 2.3.19 (Burnside Lemma) Let Γ be a subgroup of GL(n,C), and
suppose that it ats irreduibly on Cn. Then:
(a) Γ ontains a basis s1, . . . , sn2 of Mn(C). Let t1, . . . , tn2 be the dual basis
relative to the trae form: tr(tisj) = δij (1 ≤ i, j ≤ n2);
(b) for any s ∈Mn(C)we have s =
∑
itr(ssi)ti. Hene
Γ ⊂
∑
i
tr(Γ)ti.
Proof Consider the C-algebra given by the C-linear span CΓ. Sine Γ
ats irreduibly, it follows that the module V = Cn is simple. Moreover CΓ
is a diret summand of V (n), with the isomorphism given assoiating the
generators of Γ to the diret sum of their olumns; more preisely: let {gj}
be a set of generators of Γ, the isomorphism is given by
α : Γ −→ V ⊗ · · · ⊗ V︸ ︷︷ ︸
n times
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dened putting
α(gj) = (a
(j)
1 , · · · , a(j)n )
where
gj =
a(j)1 · · · a(j)n
 ;
then V is a generator of mod-CΓ.
Now it is easy to prove using Shur's lemma that EndCΓ(V ) is C.
Indeed, let f ∈EndCΓ(V ). Sine C is algebraially losed, the linear transfor-
mation f : V → V has an eigenvalue; all it λ. By denition, f − λI is not
invertible, and hene equal to zero by Shur's lemma; in other words, f = λ,
a salar. This gives an isomorphism between EndCΓ(V ) and C.
Now Wedderburn's Theorem then gives CΓ =EndC(V )
◦
; but the map A →
AT , where A is a matrix that represents an element of EndC(V ) and A
T
is its transpose, gives an isomorphism between EndC(V ) and EndC(V )
◦
, so
CΓ =EndC(V ) = Mn(C).
The trae form (x, y)→tr(xy) is learly symmetri; moreover it is nondegen-
erate on Mn(C), sine it is easy to see that if it exists a x ∈Mn(C) suh that
tr(xy) = 0 for all y ∈Mn(C) then x must be equal to 0. In other words trae
form is a symmetri nondegenerate bilinear form, and from this it follows the
existene of the dual basis (ti). This prove the point (a).
As for (b), if s =
∑
i aiti ∈Mn(C) with ai ∈ C, then tr(ssj) =
∑
i aitr(tisj) =
aj . If s ∈ Γ then ssj ∈ Γ for all j, so aj ∈tr(Γ). Whene the lemma. 
Remark 2.3.20 If in the Burnside Lemma we replae C by another alge-
braially losed eld, the lemma is still true.
Finally we give the proof of Lemma(2.3.3).
Proof (of Lemma(2.3.3)) Set Γ = P (Π). By Burnside Lemma the absolute
irreduibility of P implies that Γ spans the K-vetor spae Mn(K), where K
is the algebrai losure of F ; moreover, always by Burnside Lemma, there is
a basis t1, . . . , tn2 of Mn(K) suh that eah element of Γ has the form
∑
αiti,
where the αi are traes of elements of Γ. By hypothesis, the αi belong to A.
Thus the A-module AΓ ⊂ Mn(F ) ⊂ Mn(K) spanned by Γ is ontained in a
nitely generated A-module in Mn(K); but sine A is a PID and hene in
partiular Noetherian, this module must be Noetherian.
9
Then sine every
9
See [8℄ Proposition 6.5, page 76.
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submodule of a Noetherian module is nitely generated, so it is AΓ. On
the other hands, AΓ must spans Mn(F ) sine AΓ spans Mn(K) (sine, in
turn, Γ spans Mn(K)): indeed, otherwise, we ould nd n
2
elements linear
independent over K but linear dependent over F ; ontradition.
Now pik any x 6= 0 in F n. The Γ-invariant A-module AΓx = {µx|µ ∈
AΓ} ⊂ F n is nitely generated (sine so it is AΓ) and spans F n (sine AΓ
spans Mn(K)). Moreover, AΓx is an A-module without torsion (sine it is
ontained in F n that is without torsion), is nitely generated and A is a
PID: then AΓx is free (see the appendix to the end of this hapter), and is
therefore spanned by a basis of F n. Indeed, let x1, · · · , xm be a basis of the
free A-module AΓx; this is a set of generators of F n (sine AΓx spans F n)
and hene m ≥ n. Now I laim that this is a basis of F n too. If not, we
an nd onstants ai, bi ∈ A (with bi 6= 0) suh that
∑
i
ai
bi
xi = 0. But this
gives rie (multiplying by denominators) to a liner ombination of xi's with
oeients in A (non-zero sine A is an integral domain): ontradition!
Finally we show that the existene of a basis for F n that spans a Γ-invariant
A-module is equivalent to the statement of the lemma. Indeed, let e1, . . . , en
be this basis of F n that spans a Γ-invariant A-module M ; then we have∑
i
Aei = M = γM = γ
∑
i
Aei =
∑
i
Aγei, where γ ∈ Γ.
This means that {vi = γei}i is another system of generators for M . If
now we express the matrix that represent the transformation given by γ
by the elements {ei}i, we have that vi =
∑
j a
(i)
j ej, with a
(i)
j ∈ A, i.e.
γ = (a
(i)
j )i,j ∈ GL(n,A). 
2.3.2 The Closed Algebrai Set χ(Π)
Now we are ready to prove
Theorem 2.3.21 If R0 is an irreduible omponent of R(Π) whih ontains
an irreduible representation, then t(R0) ⊂ Cm is an ane variety; hene in
partiular a losed set.
Proof The losure of the image of an ane variety under a rational map
is an ane variety: in partiular t(R0) = X0 is an ane variety. Moreover it
must be exist a proper losed subset W0 ⊂ X0 suh that X0−W0 ⊂ t(R0) ⊂
X0. So it is enough to show that t(R0) = X0. We may further assume that
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dimX0 > 0, otherwise the result is obvious. Let x ∈ X0: we will prove that
x ∈ t(R0).
In Lemma(2.3.2) we have showed that there is an ane losed algebrai
set V ⊂ Cm suh that t−1(V ) is the set of all reduible representations in
R(Π). We have that t(R0) 6⊂ V sine by hypothesis R0 ontains an irreduible
representation. Thus V0 = V ∩X0 is a proper losed algebrai subset of X0,
and sine X0 is irreduible (i.e. it an be write as the union of two disjoint
losed sets) it follows that V0 ∪W0 ⊂ X0 is a proper losed algebrai subset
too.
Now we onstrut two suitable urves, C and D, in X0 and R0 respe-
tively in the following way. Sine dimX0 > 0 we an onsider the intersetion
between X0 and a generi ane subspae of dimension m−dim(X0)+1 pass-
ing through x ∈ Cm. We an hoose the subspae suh that the intersetion
is not ontained in V0 ∪ W0. Take for C an irreduible omponent of this
intersetion suh that it is not ontained in V0 ∪W0. As for D, note rst of
all that by dimensional reasons C ∩W0 is a nite set, and by denition of
W0, it follows that C −W0 ⊂ t(R0). Hene there is a positive dimensional
omponent H of t−1(C) ⊂ R0 suh that t|H is not onstant. Then sine H has
positive dimension, we an interset it (as before) with an ane subspae of
dimension 4n−dim(H) + 1 (we reall that n is the number of generators of
Π). Take for D an irreduible omponent of this intersetion. Clearly D ⊂ H
is suh that t|D is not onstant.
Following the notations of Setion 2.2, we have that the inlusion map
i : D → R0 denes a regular map d = î : D˜ → R0, and the rational map
t|D : D → C denes a regular map t̂ : D˜ → C. From the fat that t is non-
onstant it follows that t̂ maps D˜ onto C; indeed if not, sine learly also t̂
is non-onstant if t is it, t̂(D˜) would be a lose algebrai set in C, but it an
be neither a single point sine the map t is non-onstant, nor a nite set of
points by ontinuity. Moreover for any non-ideal point z ∈ D˜ it holds
t(d(z)) = t̂(z). (2.15)
Take now a point y˜ ∈ D˜ suh that t̂(y˜) = x. If y˜ is not an ideal point of
D˜ then d(y˜) ∈ D, so by the above relation t(d(y˜)) = t̂(y˜) = x, and we are
done. Otherwise we will onstrut a new regular map d′ : D˜ → R0 suh that
d′(y˜) ∈ R0 and t(d′(y˜)) = x.
To make this onstrution we will use the Lemma(2.3.3). Let F be the
eld of funtions on D˜, let P be the anonial representation of Π in SL(2, F )
as desribed in Setion 2.2, and let A ⊂ F be the ring of funtions whih
do not have poles at y˜. First of all note that F is the eld of frations of
A; indeed for every f ∈ F we have that if f does not have a pole in y˜,
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then f ∈ A, otherwise we an write f as g
h
where g, h ∈ A, g 6≡ 0 and
g(y˜) = 0. Now note that sine D˜ is smooth, hene in partiular the point
y˜ is non-singular, the Noetherian loal ring A has the maximal ideal that is
prinipal (see [3℄ Chapter II, Theorem 2, page 99), then by Corollary(1.3.13)
A is a disrete valuation ring and hene a prinipal ideal domain.Moreover P
is absolutely irreduible by Lemma(2.2.3), sine by onstrution D ontains
an irreduible representation. To apply Lemma(2.3.3) to P we must hek
that χP (Π) ⊂ A, i.e. that trP (g) ∈ A for all g ∈ Π. But by onstrution the
element of F trP (g) as funtion on D˜ is the funtion ρ→trρ(g). To say that
trP (g) ∈ A is equivalent to say that limz→y˜trρz(g) is nite, where ρz denote
the representation d(z) (note that for eah z whih is not an ideal point of
D˜, d(z) ∈ D). But sine
limz→y˜t̂(z) = t̂(y˜) = x
(the limit is well dened sine the urve D˜ is smooth) and for eah z whih
is not an ideal point of D˜ it holds the relation(2.15), we have
x = limz→y˜ t̂(z) = limz→y˜t(d(z))
= limz→y˜(τγ1(d(z)), . . . , τγm(d(z))) = limz→y˜(trρz(γ1), . . . , trρz(γm));
so for g = γi, i = 1, . . . , m the statement holds. For a generi g ∈ Π, the
statement follows from the fat that the funtions τγ1 , . . . , τγm generate the
ring T .
Now we an apply Lemma(2.3.3) to P , so we have that P is equivalent
to a representation
P1 : Π −→ SL(2, A);
thus there is a matrix M =
(
α β
γ δ
)
∈ SL(2, F ) suh that
P1(g) = MP (g)M
−1
for all g ∈ Π.
If we remove from D the poles of α, β, γ and δ, we obtain a Zariski open
set U whih learly ontains no ideal point of D˜. We dene d′ to be the
extension (obtained omposing with the biregular map between D and D˜
given by Proposition(1.2.1)(ii)) of the map dened on U by
z −→ MρzM−1.
By onstrution it follows that d′(y˜) is the representation in R(Π) dened by
g −→
(
a(y˜) b(y˜)
c(y˜) d(y˜)
)
where P1(g) =
(
a b
c d
)
∈ SL(2, A).
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Sine d′(z) is equivalent to d(z) for eah z ∈ U , we have that image of d′ is
ontained in R0 and t(d
′(z)) = t̂(z) for all z ∈ U . Finally by ontinuity it
holds t(d′(y˜)) = t̂(y˜) = x, so that x ∈ t(R0) as required. 
Finally we get
Proposition 2.3.22 χ(Π) is a losed algebrai set.
Proof Sine χ(Π) is the image of a losed algebrai set under a regular
map, its losure in Cm is a lose algebrai set; so is enough to prove that
χ(Π) is losed. Write χ(Π) = t(R(Π)) = t(A)∪ t(B), where A is the union of
all those omponents of R(Π) whih ontain irreduible representations, and
B is the set of all reduible representations in R(Π). By Proposition(2.3.21),
t(A) is losed; so it remains only to show that t(B) is losed too.
How we have already notied, ρ ∈ B is equivalent to a representation ρ′
by upper triangular matries; say
ρ′(g) =
(
a b
0 a−1
)
.
Clearly ρ′ has the same harater of the representation ρ′′ dened by
ρ′′(g) =
(
a 0
0 a−1
)
.
Thus t(B) = t(D), where D is the set of all diagonal representations in
R(Π). But sine the map x → x + x−1 is learly proper, so it is the map
t|D : D → Cm, and hene t(D) is losed. 
Denition 2.3.23 (Spae of Charaters) We all the losed algebrai set
χ(Π), dened as in (2.7) by the funtion (2.6), the spae of haraters of
the group Π, and we have t(ρ) = χρ for ρ ∈ R(Π).
Note that the denition of the funtion t depends to the hoie of the
elements (γi)1≤i≤m suh that the funtions τγi generate the ring T ; but if we
onsider another family of elements of Π of the form (γj)1≤j≤m, sine both
give rie to funtions that generate the ring T it is indued a natural bijetion
between the orresponding "varieties of haraters" that is an isomorphism
of algebrai set. In other words:
Remark 2.3.24 The spae of haraters χ(Π) is well-dened up to isomor-
phism.
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2.4 Relation About Dimensions
We onlude this hapter to investigate about the relations between the di-
mension of the spae of representations (more preisely an irreduible om-
ponent of it) and the dimension of the spae of haraters.
We start with the following lemma.
Lemma 2.4.1 If ρ is an irreduible representation of Π in SL(2,C) and
ρ(g) 6= ±1 for a given g ∈ Π, then there exists h ∈ Π suh that the restrition
of ρ to the subgroup generated by g and h is irreduible, and suh that χρ(h) 6=
±2.
Proof We proeed in two steps.
Step I There is an element h0 of Π suh that ρ(g) and ρ(h0) have no ommon
eigenvetor. Indeed, if ρ(g) has an unique 1-dimensional invariant subspae L
then by irreduibility of ρ it must exists h0 ∈ Π suh that L is not invariant
under ρ(h0). Suppose now that ρ has two 1-dimensional invariant subspaes
L1 and L2. As before we an nd h1 and h2 suh that Li is not invariant
under ρ(hi); so if L1 and L2 are not invariant under ρ2 and ρ1 we may take
h0 = h1 or h2, otherwise we take h0 = h1h2.
Step II if χρ(h0) 6= ±2 it is enough to take h = h0. Now assume χρ(h0) = ±2.
We may assume that
ρ(h0) = ±
(
1 1
0 1
)
sine, given that ρ(h0) and ρ(g) have no ommon eigenvetor, ρ(h0) 6= ±1.
It follows that ρ(g) annot be upper triangular, so
ρ(g) =
(
a b
c d
)
with c 6= 0. A diret veriation shows that for any n ∈ Z we have
χρ(gh
2n
0 ) = χρ(g) + 2nc,
and then for some n it holds that χρ(gh
2n
0 ) 6= ±2. Take h = gh2n0 ; this element
satises our requests beause ρ(g) and ρ(h) annot have ommon eigenve-
tor sine the only invariant subspae of ρ(h2n0 ) is also invariant under h0. 
The key point is given by the following proposition.
Proposition 2.4.2 If ρ and ρ′ are representations of Π in SL(2,C) with
χρ = χρ′, and ρ is irreduible, then ρ and ρ
′
are equivalent.
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Proof By previous lemma we an nd two elements g, h ∈ Π suh that the
restrition of ρ to the subgroup G =< g, h > (i.e. the subgroup generate by g
and h) is irreduible and χρ(h) 6= ±2. But χρ|G = χρ′|G, so by Lemma(2.1.5)
it follows that ρ′|G is also irreduible. Now we an replae ρ and ρ′ with two
equivalent representations and then we may suppose that
ρ(h) = ρ′(h) =
(
α 0
0 α−1
)
, α 6= ±1.
Moreover we have that ρ(g) and ρ′(g) annot be upper or lower triangular ow-
ing to the fat that ρ|G and ρ′|G are irreduible: indeed otherwise they would
have a ommon eigenvetor with ρ(g) and ρ′(g) respetively, ontraditing
the irreduibility of G. Composing ρ and ρ′ with a onjugations by diagonal
matries we obtain equivalent representations with ρ(h) and ρ′(h) sill in the
diagonal form, and hoosing onveniently the matries of onjugations, we
an assume that
ρ(g) =
(
a 1
c d
)
, ρ′(g) =
(
a′ 1
c′ d′
)
for some a, a′, c, c′, d, d′ ∈ C, with c, c′ 6= 0.
For any γ ∈ Π let now
ρ(γ) =
(
p q
r s
)
, ρ′(γ) =
(
p′ q′
r′ s′
)
,
then by hypothesis we have p+ s = χρ(γ) = χρ′(γ) = p
′ + s′, and
αp+ α−1s = χρ(hγ) = χρ′(hγ) = αp′ + α−1s′;
sine α 6= ±1 it follows that p = p′ and s = s′. But sine this holds for any
element of G, we an take γ = g and we get a = a′, d = d′. Moreover sine
ρ(g) and ρ′(g) have determinant 1 it follows that c = c′. Put all together we
have that replaing γ by gγ, we get
ap+ r = a′p′ + r′ =⇒ r = r′,
and
cq + ds = c′q′ + d′s′ = cq′ + ds =⇒ q = q′ (sine c 6= 0).
Thus ρ(γ) = ρ′(γ), and by arbitrariness of γ we onlude that ρ = ρ′. 
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Let ρ be a representation of a nitely generated group Π in SL(2,C). If
ρ is equivalent to a representation suh that the subgroup ρ(Π) of SL(2,C)
ontains only matries in the form
(
a 0
0 a−1
)
, a ∈ C, then it is learly re-
duible. Thus if ρ is an irreduible representation, the subgroup ρ(Π) must
ontain a non diagonal matrix; but in this ase the subgroup ρ(Π) is learly
non ommutative. Moreover note that the entralize of a non-abelian sub-
group of SL(2,C) is {±I}, where I is the identity matrix
(
1 0
0 1
)
.
We will use this fat in the following proposition that explains the sought
relation about dimensions.
Proposition 2.4.3 If R0 is an irreduible omponent of R(Π) whih on-
tains an irreduible representation, and if X0 = t(R0)
10
, then
dimX0 = dimR0 − 3.
Proof Let V be the algebrai losed set given in the Lemma(2.3.2). Con-
sider the Zariski-open set U := X0 ∩ (Cm − V ). If we show that for every
point χ ∈ U it holds dim(t−1(χ)) = 3, we have nished. By onstrution we
have that for eah χ ∈ U , t−1(χ) onsists only of irreduible representations;
moreover Proposition(2.4.2) says us that t−1(χ) is a single equivalene lass
of irreduible representations. Fix ρ ∈ t−1(χ). We have remarked that the
image of an irreduible representation has non-abelian image and that then
its entralizer is {±I}, and this implies that the map
p : SL(2,C) −→ t−1(χ)
dened by p(M) = JM ◦ ρ, where JM denotes onjugation by M , is a two-
sheeted overing map. Hene in partiular we have
dim(t−1(χ)) = dim(SL(2,C)).
Finally we observe that, sine by denition SL(2,C) is the set of all matries
2 × 2 with determinant 1, if we put on C4 the oordinates (Xi)i=1,2,3,4, we
have
SL(2,C) = V (X1X4 −X2X3 − 1) ⊂ C4,
i.e. it is an hypersurfae inC4; thus dim(SL(2,C)) = 3, and so dim(t−1(χ)) = 3
too. 
10
By Theorem(2.3.21) we know that this is an ane variety.
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2.5 Appendix
In this appendix we provide a proof of a result on a modules used in 2.3.1.
Let A be a integral domain, and let M be an A-module. Consider the set
T (M) = {m ∈M |am = 0 for some a ∈ A}.
It is easy to see that this is a submodule ofM , said the submodule of torsion of
M . The non-zero elements of T (M) are said elements of torsion. The module
M is said module of torsion if T (M) = M ; instead if T (M) = {0} we say that
the module M is without torsion.
Note that M/T (M) is without torsion, and that eah free A-modules are
without torsion.
Proposition 2.5.1 Let A be a PID and let M be a nitely-generated A-
module without torsion. Then M is free.
Proof Sine A is a PID it is Noetherian and sine M is nitely-generated
over a Noetherian domain, it is Noetherian as module. From this it follows
that it must exist a submodule N of M whih is maximal respet to the
propriety of to be free. We want to show that N must be all M .
Let n1, · · · , nk be a basis of N . If N 6= M we an nd an element m ∈M
suh that m 6∈ N . Moreover, if am 6∈ N for all a 6= 0, then Am +∑Ani is
free, ontraditing the maximality of N .
Suppose now it exist an element 0 6= p ∈ A suh that pm ∈ N . We may
suppose that p is prime. Indeed, sine A is a PID it is a UFD and so p an
be fatored as p = ph11 . . . p
hl
l for some primes pi. Let now q be a maximal
divisor of p suh that qm 6∈ N . Then q 6= p and therefore there exists one
prime, say p1, suh that p1(qm) belongs to N . Up to replaing m by qm and
p by p1 we an therefore suppose p to be prime.
Now write
pm =
∑
aini
and note that p annot divide all the ai, beause, sine M is without torsion,
we should have that
m =
∑(ai
p
)
ni ∈ N.
Therefore p must be oprime with at least one ai; we say a1. We an nd
elements α and β in A suh that 1 = βp+ αa1, so
m = a1(αm+ βn1) + · · · ,
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ni = p(αm+ βn1) + · · · ,
where the dots indiate linear ombinations of n2, · · · , nk. Hene the module
A(αm+ βn1) + An2 + · · ·+ Ank
is stritly greater than N and is free sine eah relation of linear dependene
between αm+ βn1, n2, · · · , nk gives rise to one between n1, · · · , nk.
This ontradits the hosen of N . Thus M = N .
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Chapter 3
Examples of Spaes of Charaters
Let M be a topologial path-onneted spae, and let Π = π1(M) be its
fundamental group. By χ(M) we will indiate the spae χ(π1(M)) and we
will say it the spae of haraters of M ; similarly by R(M) we denote the
spae R(π1(M)) and we will say it the spae of representations of M .
In this hapter we will investigate the spae of haraters of some spaes.
Essentially we will give some elementary examples to make the onstrutions
given in the preeding hapter more understandable. We will start showing
how to ompute the spae in the ase of some spaes of dimension 1; later
we will pass to the 2-dimensional spaes.
In a very simple ase we will verify expliitly that "haning" the set of
generators of a group, the orresponding spaes of haraters are eetively
isomorphi.
3.1 Presentation of a Group
In Chapter 2 we used the onept of "group presentation" taking it for
granted. Sine now we will use more heavily and expliitly this onept,
we reall here the denition and some elementary proprieties. In this way we
will x even the notations.
Consider a set S and think to elements of S as non-ommutative symbols;
by this symbols we form a words, i.e. expressions in the form
w = xǫ11 x
ǫ2
2 . . . x
ǫn
n ,
where xi ∈ S (not neessarily distint) and ǫi = ±1 Among the words, we
inlude also the empty word, i.e. the word formed without symbols.
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A word is said redued if are not present in it the symbol x1 followed
by x−1 (and vie versa) for any x ∈ S.1 Juxtaposing two redued words we
obtain a omposition rule in the set of all the words formed by symbols of S.
Let now R be a xed set of words in S. Consider the following operations
on the words:
(i) to insert xx−1 or x−1x (x ∈ S) in a word;
(ii) to delete xx−1 or x−1x (x ∈ S) from a word;
(iii) to insert r or r−1 (r ∈ R) in a word;
(iv) to delete r or r−1 (r ∈ R) from a word.
We will say that two words w and w′ are equivalent if w′ an be obtained
from w by a nite numbers of operations of the type (i), (ii), (iii) or (iv). It
is immediate to verify that this denes an equivalene relation and that the
equivalent lass with the the juxtaposition operation form a group
2
: the iden-
tity is the lass of empty word, and the inverse of the word w = xǫ11 x
ǫ2
2 . . . x
ǫn
n
is given by
w−1 = x−ǫnn . . . x
−ǫ2
2 x
−ǫ1
1 .
This group is denoted by 〈S|R〉 and the pair (S;R) is said a group presen-
tation. The elements of S are alled generators of the group and those of R
relations.
A given group G is said to be presented by (S;R) if G is isomorphi to the
group 〈S|R〉. Two dierent presentations an be isomorphi to a same group.3
Now we will provide some examples.
(1) If S is a nite set whih ontains n elements, then the group 〈S|∅〉 is
said the free group over n generators. If S = {x} then the orresponding free
group is formed by the elements
1, x, x−1, xx, x−1x−1, xxx, x−1x−1x−1, · · · , · · ·
and is easy to see that this group is isomorphi to Z.
Note that if n ≥ 2 the free group over n generators is an innity non-abelian
1
Almost always we will write x instead of x1.
2
For simpliity we will denote the equivalent lass of a word w by the same letter w.
3
For example, the group 〈x|∅〉 is isomorphi to 〈x, y|y〉. More in general, adding an
element to the set of generators and adding the same element (see as a word) to the set
of relations, we obtain always a group isomorphi to the given group.
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group.
(2) If S = {x} and R = {xm} (where m is a positive xed integer), the
group 〈S|R〉 is formed by the words 1, x, x2, · · · , xm−1: it is immediate to see
that this is isomorphi to the yli group Zm.
(3) Let S = {x, y} and R = {xyx−1y−1}. In the group G = 〈S|R〉
we have xy = (xyx−1y−1)−1xy = yxy−1x−1xy = yxy−1y = yx. From this
it follows easily that xayb = ybxa for all a, b ∈ Z; therefore eah word
w = xa1y
b
1x
a
2y
b
2 · · ·xakybk ∈ G an be written as w = xayb, where a =
∑
ai
and b =
∑
bi. This means that G is isomorphi to the group Z× Z.
3.2 The Spae of Charaters of Some 1-Dimensional
Spaes
We saw that if Π is a group generated by n elements and ρ : Π → SL(2,C)
a representation of Π, the spae of representations is dened by
R(Π) = {(ρ(g1), . . . , ρ(gn))|ρ representation of Π}.
Then the ambient spae of R(Π) is C4n.
Then we dened the spae of haraters as image of the map
t : R(Π) −→ Cm
dened by t(ρ) = (τγ1(ρ), . . . , τγm(ρ)), where the funtion τg : R(Π) → C
is dened by τg(ρ) =trρ(g) = χρ(g) for all g ∈ Π, T denote the ring
generated by all the funtions τg, g ∈ Π (T is a nitely generated ring
by Proposition(2.3.1)), and γ1, . . . , γm is a set of elements on Π suh that
τγ1 , . . . , τγm generate T . Moreover the Proposition(2.3.1) does not only tell
us that T is a nitely generated set, but it olso shows how to onstrut a set
of generators: let g1, · · · , gn be a set of generators of Π, then a set of gen-
erators of T is formed by all funtions τgi1 ,...,gir , where i1, . . . , ir are distint
positive integers ≤ n.
Then a simple argument of ombinatorial alulus shows that the natural
ambient Cm of the spae of haraters is obtained putting
m =
n∑
i=1
(
n
i
)
=
n∑
i=1
n!
i! (n− i)! = 2
n − 1,
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where the last equality holds sine
2n = (1 + 1)n =
n∑
k=0
(
n
k
)
1(n− k)1k =
n∑
k=0
(
n
k
)
.
3.2.1 The Spae of Charaters of S1
It is well know that the fundamental group of S1 is isomorphi to Z, and in
(3.1) we saw that Z an be express by generators and relations form, as the
free group of rank 1; i.e. π(S1) = 〈r|∅〉. A representation of Z in SL(2,C),
i.e. an homomorphism
ρ : Z −→ SL(2,C),
is then dened assoiating the generator r to an element of SL(2,C). This
means that we have R(Z) ≃ SL(2,C). Let z1, z2, z3, z4 be a system of oor-
dinates on C4, then
R(Z) = V (z1z4 − z2z3 − 1).
To ompute the spae χ(S1) we have to onsider the funtion t (dened as
in (2.6)), that in this ase beomes
t : R(Z) −→ C
ρ −→ tr(ρ(r)).
Then we have:
χ(Z) = t(R(Z)) = {tr(ρ)|ρ ∈ SL(2,C)}.
In other words, we seek the set of all x ∈ C suh that{
x = z1 + z4
z1z4 − z2z3 = 1 ∀z1, z2, z3, z4 ∈ C.
If we put z1 = z4 = 0 we have the value 0, if, instead, we put z2 = z3 = 0,
then we redued to {
x = z1 + z4
z1z4 = 1
∀z1, z4 ∈ C,
i.e. x = b+ b−1 for all b ∈ C, and it is easy to see that this way we obtain all
non-zero omplex numbers. Therefor we have that χ(S1) ≃ C.
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Now we will show expliitly in this simple ase that if we hange the
representation of the group Z, the orrespondent spaes of haraters are
isomorphi.
A trivial alternative way for writing Z as generators and relations is, as
we already saw, adding one generator and the same element as a relation;
i.e. we an write Z ≃ 〈r, s|s〉.
Now we have two generators (and then the ambient spae of the orrespond-
ing spae of representation is C4n = C4·2 = C8) but for any representation
ρ : 〈r, s|s〉 → SL(2,C), it must be hold: ρ(s) =
(
1 0
0 1
)
. Then let z1, · · · , z8
be a system of oordinates on C8; we have
R(〈r, s|s〉) = V (z1z4 − z2z4 − 1, z5 − 1, z6, z7, z8 − 1) ⊂ C8
that is isomorphi to V (z1z4 − z2z4 − 1) ⊂ C4 by the restrition of the
map ϕ : C4 → C8 dened by ϕ(z1, z2, z3, z4) = (z1, z2, z3, z4, 1, 0, 0, 1), whose
inverse is the restrition of π4, i.e. the projetion on the rst four oordinates.
Moreover, the funtion t in this ase takes the form
t : R(〈r, s|s〉) −→ C3
ρ −→ (τr(ρ), 2, τr(ρ)),
sine τs(ρ) = 2, τrs(ρ) = τr(ρ) and τr(ρ) =trρ(r) as usual. Then
χ(〈r, s|s〉) ≃ {(z, 2, z)|z ∈ C} ⊂ C3,
that is learly isomorphi to C as desired.
A more interesting example is provided by the following way to write Z
as generators and relations. Consider the group dened by 〈r, s|rs−1〉. The
relation means that r = s; then a word in this group has the form
w = rǫ1sǫ2rǫ3sǫ4 . . . rǫk−1sǫk = rǫ1rǫ2rǫ3rǫ4 . . . rǫk−1rǫk = rǫ,
where ǫ =
∑k
i=1 ǫi. So learly we see that 〈r, s|rs−1〉 is isomorphi to Z. Now,
sine the group has two generators, the ambient spae of the orresponding
spae of representations is C4n = C4·2 = C8; let z1, · · · , z8 be a system of
oordinates on C8. If we look at one representation ρ : 〈r, s|rs−1〉 → SL(2,C),
we have that ρ(r) = ρ(s) and ρ(r) an be equal to any element of SL(2,C)
as before. Then it follows that
R(〈r, s|rs−1〉) = V (z1z4 − z2z3 − 1, z1 − z5, z2 − z6, z3 − z7, z4 − z8).
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In this ase the funtion t takes the form
t : R(〈r, s|rs−1〉) −→ C3
ρ −→ (τr(ρ), τs(ρ), τrs(ρ)),
where τr(ρ) =trρ(r) as usual.
Let ρ(r) =
(
a b
c d
)
, and denote τr(ρ) = x, τs(ρ) = y, τrs(ρ) = z. Clearly
τr(ρ) =trρ(r) = a + d, and sine r = s, we have that
τrs(ρ) = trρ(rs) = tr[ρ(r)ρ(s)] = tr
[(
a b
c d
)(
a b
c d
)]
= tr
(
a2 + bc ab+ bd
ac + cd bc + d2
)
= a2 + 2bc+ d2.
Then we seek the set of all (x, y, z) ∈ C3, suh that
ad− bc = 1
x = y
a+ d = x
a2 + 2bc+ d2 = z
for some a, b, c, d ∈ C.
Using the relations a = x − d and bc = ad − 1 in the last equation of the
previous system, we have
x2 + 2d2 − 2xd+ 2(ad− 1) = z
x2 + 2d2 − 2xd+ 2((x− d)d− 1) = z
x2 + 2d2 − 2xd+ 2xd− 2d2 − 2 = z
x2 − 2 = z
Thus it follows that
χ(Z) = V (x2 − z − 2, x− y) ⊂ C3.
So we have obtained a new expression for the spae of haraters of S1. But
it is easy to see that the map ϕ : C→ C3 dened by ϕ(x) = (x, x, x2 − 2) is
an isomorphism, with inverse the (restrition of the) projetion on the rst
oordinate π1 : C
3 → C, as desired.
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3.2.2 The Spae of Charaters of the Bouquet of Two
Cirles
The bouquet of two irles is a topologial spae obtained by gluing together
two irles along a single point. It is easy to understand that this spae is
homeomorphi to the "eight spae", i.e. the spae whih piture is an eight.
We denote this spae by B2.
Using the Van Kampen theorem is not diult to verify that the funda-
mental group of the bouquet of two irles is isomorphi to the free group
over two generators, i.e. 〈r, s|∅〉.
In this ase, as before, the spae of representations of B2 is immersed in
C8, sine its fundamental group has two generators. Moreover sine a repre-
sentation of this group in SL(2,C) is dened assoiating to eah generator
an arbitrary element of SL(2,C), it follows that, if z1, · · · , z8 is a system of
oordinates on C8, the spae of representation of B2 is given by
R(B2) = V (z1z4 − z2z3 − 1, z5z8 − z6z7 − 1).
Now onsider the funtion t that has the form
t : R(〈r, s|∅〉) −→ C3
ρ −→ (τr(ρ), τs(ρ), τrs(ρ)),
where τr(ρ) =trρ(r) as usual. Let ρ(r) =
(
a b
c d
)
and ρ(s) =
(
α β
γ δ
)
. Then,
sine (
a b
c d
)(
α β
γ δ
)
=
(
aα + bγ aβ + bδ
cα + dγ cβ + dδ
)
,
the image of t (i.e. χ(〈r, s|∅〉) by denition) is the set of all (x, y, z) ∈ C3
suh that
ad− bc = 1
αδ − βγ = 1
a+ d = x
α + δ = y
aα + bγ + cβ + dδ = z
for some a, b, c, d, α, β, γ, δ ∈ C.
Now I say that onsidering only the subase a = α = 0 we obtainC3− V (xy− z).
Indeed, if a = α = 0, the above system now takes the form
bc = −1
βγ = −1
d = x
δ = y
bγ + cβ + dδ = z
for some b, c, d, β, γ, δ ∈ C.
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Then, b, c, β, γ 6= 0, so b = −1
c
and β = − 1
γ
; moreover xy = dδ. Thus by the
last relation of the above system we have
z = xy + bγ + cβ
and then
z = xy − γ
c
− c
γ
.
Sine
γ
c
and
c
γ
are eah the inverse of the other, the last equation an be
written as
z = xy − ω − ω−1
where ω is a generi omplex number 6= 0. But sine the equation α = ω+ 1
ω
(i.e. ω2−αω+1) in C is solvable for all α ∈ C−{0}, we have that the above
system an be solved for all (x, y, z) ∈ C3 suh that
z − xy = α ∀α ∈ C− {0},
and is lear that this way we obtain all the points of C3 but those of the form
xy = z, as desired. This means that
C3 − V (xy − z) ⊂ χ(B2);
but we know that the spae of haraters of a nitely generated group is
a losed algebrai set; then sine C3 − V (xy − z) is an open in the Zariski
topology and the Zariski-open sets are dense in the same topology, it follows
that χ(B2) must be all C3.4
3.3 The Spae of Charaters of Some 2-Dimensional
Spaes
Now we want to nd the spae of haraters of some ase in whih the
topologial spae has dimension 2. Note that the rst 2-dimensional spae
that omes in mind (before the trivial ase of R2) is the 2-sphere S2. But sine
this spae is simply-onneted (i.e. π1(S
2) = 0) the spae of representations
and the spae of haraters are trivial.
4
Atually for any (j, k, l) ∈ C3 with xy = z, we an nd at least one point of C8 that
satises the system that dene χ(〈r, s|∅〉) in whih at x, y and z appear the values j, k and
l. For example, the eight-tuple (1, 1
2
,−4,−1,−1,− 1
1+i
√
3
, 2 + 2i
√
3, 1) satisfy the system
with x = y = z = 0.
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After few elementary examples we will onsider the rst interesting ase:
the torus T . All the ompat orientable surfaes of genus 1 are dieomorphi
to the torus (aording with the surfae lassiation). Finally we will pro-
vide the ase of a non-orientable 2-dimensional surfae: the Klein bottle.
3.3.1 The Spae of Charaters of the Projetive Real
Plane
It is well note that the fundamental group of the projetive real plane P2(R)
is isomorphi to Z2.
5
In the example (2) of 3.1, we saw that Z2 ≃ 〈r|r2〉.
Sine the group has only one generator, we have, as in preeding ases:
R(P2(R)) ⊂ C4 χ(P2(R)) ⊂ C.
Let ρ : 〈r|r2〉 → SL(2,C) be a representation, and let ρ(r) =
(
a b
c d
)
. We
must be have that(
a b
c d
)2
=
(
a2 + bc ab+ bd
ac + cd bc + d2
)
=
(
1 0
0 1
)
;
then 
ad− bc = 1
a2 + bc = 1
bc + d2 = 1
ab+ bd = ac+ cd = 0.
From the seond and third relation of above system it follows that a2 = d2.
If a = d = 0: from the same two relations we have that bc = 1, but from the
rst that bc = −1, thus bc = −bc and this is possible only if bc = 0; then
b or c should be zero, but this in not possible sine the determinant of the
matrix
(
a b
c d
)
must to be 1.
So we have that a 6= 0, and either a = d or a = −d. In the rst ase, from
last relation of above system, we have that b and c must be 0 and then, sine
from the rst relation we have that ad = 1, a = d = 1.
Now let z1, · · · , z4 be a system of oordinates on C4. By the above onsider-
ations, it follows that
R(P2(R)) = V (z1z4 − z2z3 − 1, z21 − z24).
5
See [9℄ page 225.
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To ompute the spae of haraters of the projetive real plane, note that
sine all the possible matries of R(P2(R)) must have one of the following
forms: (
1 ∗
∗ 1
) (
z1 ∗
∗ −z1
)
,
the funtion t : R(P2(R))→ C (that, as usually, is dened by t(ρ) =trρ(r)))
an have only the values 2 (in the rst ase) or 0 (in the seond). In form of
algebrai losed it takes the form
χ(P2(R)) = V (z(z − 2))
where z is the parameter of C.
3.3.2 The Spae of Charaters of the Puntured Torus
The ase of the puntured torus is simpler than the ase of the "standard
torus".
The puntured torus T(p) is a omplement of a point in a torus. We laim
that its fundamental group is 〈r, s|∅〉 and so we already know its spae of
haraters. Indeed onsider the square that represents the planar model of
the torus (with identiations on the edges). It is lear that the planar model
of a puntured torus is the same square of the planar model of the torus
deprived of a point inside the gure (i.e. that is not on its bound: then we
an suppose that is the entre of the square). Now it is easy to see that this
gure an be retrated to the bound of the square, and that identifying the
opposite sides in the usual way, we obtain a gure that is homeomorphi to
a bouquet of two irles.
Then it follows immediately that, as in the ase of bouquet of two irles, we
have
R(T(p)) = V (z1z4 − z2z3 − 1, z5z8 − z6z7 − 1),
where z1, · · · , z8 ia a system of oordinates on C8, and χ(T(p)) ≃ C3.
3.3.3 The Spae of Charaters of the Torus
It is well-know that the torus is homeomorphi to S1 × S1, and sine the
fundamental group of a produt spae is the group given by the produt of
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eah of the two spaes, we have that π1(T ) = Z× Z.
In the example (3) of subsetion 3.1, we saw that Z × Z an be written, in
the form of generators and relations, as 〈r, s|rsr−1s−1〉.
As in the preeding ases, sine the group has two generators the ambient
spae of the spae of representations of T is C8; moreover the relation is
equivalent to the ondition rs = sr. Thus, if ρ : Z × Z → SL(2,C) is a
representation and ρ(r) =
(
x1 x2
x3 x4
)
, ρ(s) =
(
x5 x6
x7 x8
)
, the ondition is
equivalent to ask that(
x1 x2
x3 x4
)(
x5 x6
x7 x8
)
=
(
x5 x6
x7 x8
)(
x1 x2
x3 x4
)
;
i.e. that(
x1x5 + x2x7 x1x6 + x2x8
x3x5 + x4x7 x3x6 + x4x8
)
=
(
x1x5 + x3x6 x2x5 + x4x6
x1x7 + x3x8 x2x7 + x4x8
)
.
So we obtain the system
x1x5 + x2x7 = x1x5 + x3x6
x1x6 + x2x8 = x2x5 + x4x6
x3x5 + x4x7 = x1x7 + x3x8
x3x6 + x4x8 = x2x7 + x4x8
where the rst and the last equations express the same ondition: x2x7 =
x3x6. So if z1 · · · , z8 is a system of oordinates on C8 and we put
p1 = z1z4 − z2z3 − 1 p3 = z2z7 − z3z6
p2 = z5z8 − z6z7 − 1 p4 = z1z6 + z2z8 − z2z5 + z4z6
p5 = z3z5 + z4z7 − z1z7 + z3z8
it follows that
R(T ) = V (p1, p2, p3, p4, p5) ⊂ C8.
Now onsider the funtion t that in this ase takes the form
t : R(T ) −→ C3
ρ −→ (τr(ρ), τs(ρ), τrs(ρ)),
where τr(ρ) =trρ(r) as usual. Let x, y, z be a system of oordinates on C
3
.
The image of t is the set of all (x, y, z) ∈ C3 whose elements satisfy the
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system
pi(x1, · · · , x8) = 0 i = 1, · · · , 5
x1 + x4 = x
x5 + x8 = y
x1x5 + x2x7 + x3x6 + x4x8 = z
for some x1, · · · , x8 ∈ C.
In this ase a diret omputation of the spae of haraters is very ompli-
ated. So we proeed in the following alternative way.
Let tr(r) = x, tr(s) = y and tr(rs) = z, from the relation of the funda-
mental group of the torus
rsr−1s−1 = I
where I is the identity of SL(2,C), and using (2.4), we have:
tr(rsr−1s−1) = tr(rs)tr((sr)−1)− tr(rs2r) = tr(I) = 2; (3.1)
moreover
tr(rs2r) = tr(r)tr(s2r)− tr(s−2) (3.2)
tr(s2r) = tr(s)tr(sr)− tr(sr−1s−1)tr (3.3)
tr(sr−1s−1) = tr(sr−1)tr(s−1)− tr(sr−1s) (3.4)
= [tr(s)tr(r)− tr(sr)]tr(s)− [tr(s)tr(r−1s)− tr(r)]
= [yx− z]y − [y(xy − z)− x] = x.
Putting (3.4) into (3.3) we have:
tr(s2r) = yz − x
putting (3.3) into (3.2) we have:
tr(rs2r) = xyz − x2 − y2 + 2,
and putting (3.2) into (3.1) we have nally the following polynomial relation:
xyz − x2 − y2 − z2 + 4 = 0. (3.5)
Let now F be the algebrai losed set dened by the polynomial assoiated
to the ondition (3.5), i.e.:
F = V (xyz − x2 − y2 − z2 + 4) ⊂ C3.
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We want to prove that F = χ(T ). To do this is enough to show that F ⊂
χ(T ): indeed the reverse inlusion is learly true, sine the traes of r, s and
rs must neessarily satisfy the ondition (3.5). If we x the x and y in F , to
nd the values of z, we rewrite (3.5) as a polynomial of seond degree in z:
z2 − z(xy) + (x2 + y2 − a) = 0;
the relative solutions are given by
(z)1/2 =
xy ±√x2y2 − 4x2 − 4y2 + 16
2
.
The statement is equivalent to show that for any (x, y, z) ∈ F there are
two matries A and B in SL(2,C) that ommute and suh that tr(A) = x,
tr(B) = y and tr(AB) = z.
We want to try to take diagonal matries. Let hene A =
(
a 0
0 b
)
and B =(
α 0
0 β
)
, so we ask that

ab = 1 =⇒ a = 1
b
αβ = 1 =⇒ α = 1
β
a+ b = x
α + β = y.
Inserting the rst two onditions in the last two, we have the following equa-
tions:
b2 − xb+ 1 = 0 β2 − yβ + 1 = 0,
whose solutions are given by
a =
x±√x2 − 4
2
α =
y ±
√
y2 − 4
2
and then
b =
x∓√x2 − 4
2
β =
y ∓
√
y2 − 4
2
.
So the matries
A =
(
x±√x2−4
2
0
0 x∓
√
x2−4
2
)
B =
y±√y2−42 0
0
y∓
√
y2−4
2

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are learly ommutative (sine diagonal), they have determinant equal to 1
(i.e. they lie in SL(2,C)) and have respetively trae x and y. Now the trae
of the matrix AB is given by
x±√x2 − 4
2
· y ±
√
y2 − 4
2
+
x∓√x2 − 4
2
· y ∓
√
y2 − 4
2
=
xy ± x√y2 − 4± y√x2 − 4±√x2y2 − 4x2 − 4y2 + 16
4
+
xy ∓ x√y2 − 4∓ y√x2 − 4±√x2y2 − 4x2 − 4y2 + 16
4
=
2xy ± 2√x2y2 − 4x2 − 4y2 + 16
4
= z.
This onlude the proof.
3.3.4 The Spae of Charaters of the Klein Bottle
The Klein bottle is a spae K obtained from a plain square identifying the
opposite sides: a pair orientated in the same diretion and the other pair in
the reverse diretion. The fundamental group of the Klein bottle is given by
the following presentation: 〈r, s|rsr−1s〉.6
The ondition is equivalent to rs = s−1r. Let now ρ : 〈r, s|rsr−1s〉 →
SL(2,C) be a representation of the fundamental group of the Klein bot-
tle, and let ρ(r) =
(
x1 x2
x3 x4
)
and ρ(s) =
(
x5 x6
x7 x8
)
.
Sine (
x5 x6
x7 x8
)−1
=
(
x8 −x6
−x7 x5
)
,(
x1 x2
x3 x4
)(
x5 x6
x7 x8
)
=
(
x1x5 + x2x7 x1x6 + x2x8
x3x5 + x4x7 x3x6 + x4x8
)
and (
x8 −x6
−x7 x5
)(
x1 x2
x3 x4
)
=
(
x1x8 − x3x6 x2x8 − x4x6
x3x5 − x1x7 x4x5 − x2x7
)
,
6
See [9℄ page 223-225.
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it follows that the elements of SL(2,C) that satisfy the above ondition are
those whose omponents satisfy the following system:
x1x5 − x2x7 = x1x8 − x3x6
x2x8 − x4x6 = x1x6 + x2x8
x3x5 − x1x7 = x3x5 + x4x7
x4x5 − x2x7 = x3x6 + x4x8
,
that simplifying beomes
x1x5 − x2x7 = x1x8 − x3x6
(x1 + x4)x6 = 0
(x1 + x4)x7 = 0
x4x5 − x2x7 = x3x6 + x4x8
.
Let now z1, · · · , z8 be a system of oordinates on C8, and let
p1 = z1z4 − z2z3 − 1 p4 = (z1 + z4)z7
p2 = z5z8 − z6z7 − 1 p5 = z1z5 + z2z7 − z1z8 + z3z6
p3 = (z1 + z4)x6 p6 = z4z5 − z2z7 − z3z6 − z4z8;
the spae of representations of the Klein bottle is therefore given by
R(K) = V (p1, p2, p3, p4, p5, p6) ⊂ C8.
Now onsider the funtion t that in this ase takes the form
t : R(T ) −→ C3
ρ −→ (τr(ρ), τs(ρ), τrs(ρ)),
where τr(ρ) =trρ(r) as usual. Let x, y, z be a system of oordinate on C. The
image of t is the set of all (x, y, z) ∈ C3 whose elements satisfy the system
pi(x1, · · · , x8) = 0 i = 1, · · · , 6
x1 + x4 = x
x5 + x8 = y
x1x5 + x2x7 + x3x6 + x4x8 = z
for some x1, · · · , x8 ∈ C.
In this ase we proeed as in the ase of the torus.
Let again tr(r) = x, tr(s) = y and tr(rs) = z. From the writing rsr−1s = I
of the relation of the fundamental group of the Klein bottle, applying (2.4),
we obtain:
2 = tr(I) = tr(rsr−1s) = tr(rs)tr(r−1s)− tr(r2),
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tr(r−1s) = tr(r−1)tr(s)− tr((sr)−1) = xy − z,
tr(r2) = tr(r)tr(r)− tr(I) = x2 − 2
(where I as usual is the identity of SL(2,C)); then, putting all together:
xyz − z2 − x2 = 0. (3.6)
With similar alulations applied to the third way to write the relation of
the fundamental group of the Klein bottle, i.e.
rs = s−1r,
we obtain the onditions
2z = yx. (3.7)
Thus in this ase the algebrai losed set F is dened as follows:
F = V (xyz − z2 − x2, 2z − yx) ⊂ C3.
Putting (3.7) in the relation xyz − z2 − x2 = 0, it follows that
x2 = z2. (3.8)
Hene, if x = ±z 6= 0, then y = ±2; otherwise, if x = z = 0 then y an take
any value in C. In the other words, the set F is omposed by:
F = {(x,±2,±x)|x ∈ C} ∪ {(0, y, 0)|y ∈ C} ⊂ C3.
As in the preeding ase we now show that for any (x, y, z) ∈ F we an
nd two matries A and B in SL(2,C) suh that AB = B−1A, tr(A) = x,
tr(B) = y and tr(AB) = z. We have three ases.
Let (x, y, z) be of the form (x, 2, x), with x any element of C. It is immediate
to see that the matries
A =
(
x 1
−1 0
)
B =
(
1 0
0 1
)
satises our onditions. Similarly, if (x, y, z) takes the form (x,−2,−x) with
x any element of C, we an onsider the matries
A =
(
x 1
−1 0
)
B =
(−1 0
0 −1
)
.
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While, in the ase in whih (x, y, z) takes the form (0, y, 0) with y any element
of C, we an onstrut the matrix B by similar arguments to the ase of the
torus and obtain
B =
y+√y2−42 0
0
y−
√
y2−4
2
 ;
instead as A it is enough to take
A =
(
0 1
−1 0
)
.
A diret alulation show that atually AB = B−1A.
In onlusion F ⊂Im(t) = χ(B), and then these spaes must oinide.
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